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Not all RAs are
created equal

"I can't believe we won."
BERNARD LITTLE, USG PRESIDENT-ELECT (AFTER ELECTION RESULTS WERE ANNOUNCED YESTERDAY)

Little, Kulbis voted in

Resident advisers
have many duties,
face high expectations
By Matt Clark
IN FOCUS EDITOR

Senior lohn O'Brien remembers the thefts on his residence
hall floor freshman year, lie
remembers the trash, the
harassment, the fights, the
loud music and "the pranks
that weren't really pranks."
What hedoesn't remember is
his resident adviser ever doing
anything about it.
In fact, several of his neighbors on the third floor of
McDonald Last during the
2002-2003 school year don't
remember their RA at all.
O'Brien's floor is by far
the worst described in this
series of articles on the
worst floors of campus,
which began last week.

Election turnout is
higher than past years',
with more than 2,000
By Candice Jones
REPORTER

Smiling like (wo kids in a toy
store, Bernard Little and Kristen
Kulbis could hardly contain their
excitement after realizing they'd
been elected president and vicepresident of Undergraduate
Student Government yesterday
afternoon.
The new
leaders of
ELECTION
USG have
RESULTS
more than
■ Total Voter
S30.000 in
Turnout funds to
2,059
play with
■ Little/Kulbis
through- 788 votes
out
the
■ Wasil/Howard
course of
- 636 votes
next school
■ Machado/
year.
Wuebold
But even
after the
- 580 votes
announcement was
made, it still didn't feel real to
Little.
"1 can't believe we won," he
said
In the 70-degree sunshine, a
crowd of students sweated it out
in front of the Union to hear USG
Chief Administrator |osie Miller
say, "and now what you have all
been waiting for."
After weeks and weeks of
campaigning for USG president
and vice-president, Little and
Kulbis were able to breathe a
sigh of relief.
When the winners were
announced, cheers and applause
burst out from friends and supELECTION, PAGE 6

Many Hats
Considered to be the first
line of defense against problems with a floor's community.

every RA has an extensive list
of responsibilities.
T heyarecommunitybuilders, event planners, trainers,
role models, psychologists,
investigators and, of course,
full-time students. Part-time
students are not eligible for
the position.
They must attend training
sessions throughout the year,
weekly staff meetings and
weekly meetings with their
hall director. They're expected
to know and serve anywhere
from 30-60 residents at a time.
RAs are also required to
distribute and collect surveys
and roommate agreements, fill
out weekly reports, post flyers,
formally document incidents,
work at the hall's front desk,
carry out community walks
and plan several floor events.
Nonetheless, several RAs
interviewed felt the workload
was manageable, including
former Kreischer-Compton RA
George Gol I.
"It's not intense all the time,"
OORM LIFE, PAGE 6

Degrees, job histories
shouldn't be 'finessed'
Police chief accused
of lying on resume,
students can be too
By Lisa Halverstadt
REPORTER

Brandon Heiss BG News

WORDS CAN'T EXPLAIN Bernard Little (left) and Kristen Kulbis embrace moments after hearing that they'd
won the Undergraduate Student Government election for president and vice president.

Brandon Heiss BG News

DRUMROLL PLEASE: A large crowd of students, administrators and members of the media gather in front of the Union yesterday afternoon in
anticipation of the election results announcement. This year's voting totals topped 2,000, which is the highest voting turnout in some time.

A recent investigation alleged
Fostoria's new police chief, lohn
McGuire, misrepresented himself on his resume.
On March 31, Melanie
Widman, an attorney for the
Ohio Patrolmen's Benevolent
Association, announced a background check that revealed an
inconsistency in McGuire's
online bachelor's degree
from Concordia College and
University.
McGuire reportedly paid
S499.99 for an online bachelor's
degree in criminal justice fron
the offshore, Virgin Islandsbased institution.
The Virgin Islands' postal
code is VI. McGuire and Postoria
Mayor lohn Davoli said a
resume consultant for McGuire
mistakenly thought the code
stood for Virginia, whose postal
code is VA. and put dial state on
the resume.
According to reports by the
(Fostorial Review Times, the
police chief also exaggerated his

rank at two previous jobs.
Errors like these can cause
serious problems for not only
public figures but University
students looking for jobs as
well, said Rodney Fleming,
managing attorney at BGSU's
Student Legal Services.
"Any untruths you place in a
resume are considered fraud,"
he said. "Employers have the
duty to hire responsible people
for their particular positions"
Fleming said most often
resume fraud results in firing or
even a lawsuit.
McGuire hasn't faced any
legal action yet, but is concerned
about the effect the allegations
may have on his reputation.
last week, the Review Times
reported McGuire was meeting
with his personal lawyer to discuss potential civil suits against
local media oudets.
"If someone has slandered
or libeled me... obviously they
are going to pay the consequences," McGuire told the
Review Times.
But JoAnn Kroll, director of the University's Career
Center, said it's the job seeker
or employee who usually faces
RESUME, PAGE 6

Bike trip to help poor, hungry of the world
By Nick Carrabine
REPORTER

BOUNCE BACK:
Team heads into a
three-game weekend
series against archrival
Toledo after dropping
to Dayton; PAGE 10

Three students from the
University of Colorado Boulder
have created a cross country
bike ride called the Yes Ride in
order to fight against poverty
as well as other problems in
the world.
Chris Markl, Kelley Sikes and
Eamon Aloyo started thinking
of the idea last October and
now, just six months later, have

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

A.
CHRIS MARKL
U. OF COLORADO

the whole trip organized in
detail and plan to make this an

SATURMY
(

annual event.
In addition to the Yes Ride,
the three students also created
a non-profit organization called
twenty-fifteen unlimited. The
meaning behind the title is that
by the year 2015 they will do
anything possible to reduce
poverty by half, according to
Chris Markl, but for now the
group is concentrating on the
cross country bike ride.
"We are all political science

SUNDAY

Mostly
Sunny

High:72"
Low: 45'

/flT"^.

KELLEY SIKES
U. OF COLORADO

students and one night we were
just sitting around studying and

MONDAY

Scattered High: hi
T-Storms Low: 46"
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we wanted to know what we
could do to make an impact on
people's lives and the idea of a
cross country bike ride came
up," Markl said. "We really
believe that this event should
change people's lives."
"We talked about the solutions for poverty," he said, "not
the problems."
In order to participate in the
YES RIDE, PAGE 2

TUESDAY

THigh: 63"
Showers Low: 43"

Sunny

High: 70"
law: 46*
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Women's eyes see
more disorders

WHEELS

coma, diabetic retinopathy
and age-related macular
degeneration (AMD). Each
condition is more prevalent in
women than in men.
Rut although there is no
cure for these diseases, if
detected and treated, vision
can be preserved.
Dr. Mile Brujic, an optometrist at lohn T. Archer &
Associates on Ridgcwood
Drive, said even 6-monthold babies can have their
vision checked.
"There is a program
called Infantsee," he said.
"Optometrists offer their services for anyone under one
year of age."
The Prevent Blindness Web
site reported chronic dry eye is
the most common eye disease
that affects women. During

New report shows
females have higher
rate of blindness
By Lisa Early
StrSITEl

There are 3.4 million people
in America who are visually
impaired. Of those 3.4 million Americans, 75 percent are
women.
According to Prevent
Blindness Ohio, women are
more likely than their male
counterparts to experience
some change in their vision,
whether it is a need for glasses
or contacts, an eye infection or
even an eye disease.
And as a result, experts say
it's more important for them
to know how to protect their
eyesight.
The four leading causes of
blindness are cataracts, glau-

Brandon Heiss BGNe«
EVERYONE'S FAVORITE: The famous "boom box guy." who calls himself Michael Jordan, rides his bike while playing Ace of Base's "I saw the sign"
yesterday afternoon near Harshman Bromfield. Boom box guy generally comes out on campus when the wealher turns nice.

Colorado students
bike to change lives
YES RIDE, FROM PAGE 1

Terrorism suspect defiant
Moussaoui: Sobbing
military witness's
words 'made my day'

A'rkin and Spencei abou
he had been telling the rj

By Michael J. Stiffen
IHE ASSOCIIKD PRESS

AIJiXANDRIA. Va. — Reasserting
his role in Sept. 11, al-Qaida conspirator Alcanas Moussaoui told
jurors yesterday he has "no regret,
no remorse.'' was disgusted by the
heart-rending testimony "I vJl
rims and [datives and only wished
they had suffered more.
I la said hearing a Navy officer
Bobbing in court made his day.
"So you would be happy to
see 9/11 .again?'' Prosecutor Rob
Spencer asked.
"Every day until we get you." the
bearded 37-year-old Frenchman
shot back.
As court-appointed defense
lawyers began die last phase of
their effort to save him from execution, Moussaoui put in a second
unsettling appearance on die witness stand.
For 2 1/2 hours, Moussaoui
argued with defense lawyerOrald

G

\sked if he was happy to
hear hei sobbing, he said,
Make m\ da)
lie noted many relatives of

the lasi four years and
was sane,
In the process, In
victims wept on the witness
he implicated himself
stand, then walked past him in
lurtroom and looked his
after four years ol denials how he
would have defended hint
ihoul crying "I find it disgusting that people come here to
reasons for hating Vine ■
his dream of being freed by
■share their grief over
President Husliii i,i | r
the death of some
er exchange for captured
othet person," he said
American troops
Tin glad there was
Among hipain, and I wish there
startling
statements,
will be more pain,"
Moussaoui -.ml \iiin 11
Moussaoui said. " the
Col lohn Thurmans hat
. children in Palestine
rowing account ol i
and in ( luvhi.va will
ing the burning Pentagon
have pain. I want you to
ZACARIAS
left him with re jrel Elicit
share their pain."
MOUSSAOUI
he didn't die."
So, Spencei asked:
He mocked ,i Navj offi
"You have no legret,
cerwhoweptasshedi
egret, no remorse,"
death of two subordinates in the
attack on the Pentagon
iponded.
"I think ii was disgi
he left conn after the
military |x'ivm men
nd |in\ he yelled: "God
■ a I'.tuiilwin.ll'sjust
said ol 11. \an, .i
is military: She shouldi up
ii ol time."
pleal war willi ha ti
i.i oplanationofwhy
her."
i • unericans, Moussaoui

CHEERLEADING
TRYOUTS

said Islam requires Muslims to
be the world's superpower as he
flipped through a copy of the
Quran searching for verses to
support his assertion. He said
one verse requires Muslims "to
fight against all who believe not
in Allah."
Ue have an obligation to be the
supetpowet You have to be subdued." Moussaoui said. "America
is a superpower and you want to
eradicate islam."
He criticized U.S. support
lor Israel. Hvcry child who has
lieen killed in Itolesune has been
killed because of you," he said.
Israel is "just a missing star in the
American flag," he added.
In a particularly revealing
n-spunse, Moussaoui explained to
Spencer why he shocked the senicnung trial liy testifying March 27
that he had been ordered to hijack
a fifth plane on 9/11 and fly it into
the White I louse — a plot he had
long maintained was targeted for
a later date.
"1 thought it was useless to try
to differentiate myself from 9/11,"
Moussaoui said. "I wanted to
stand for 9/11 from die beginning
I thought I could do so and fight
on against die deadi penalty. On
purely rational grounds, it's a bit
odd.... liy testifying truthfully, I will
save my life. It's an act of religion."
Tile trial resumes Monday.

EVES,PAGE 6

Yes Ride, each rider has to
raise $4,000 on their own.
However, if riders only plan
to ride for some of the trip,
exceptions would be made.
The trip starts in Seattle,
Wash., on lune 1 and will end
on Inly 27 in Boston, Mass.
"We will be staying at
schools and churches along
the route and we will be talking to camp kids as well as
other organizations to raise
awareness," Markl said. "We
want to inspire people so they
can create the next big thing.
This ride isn't just about raising funds; We want to change
the world."
So far the Yes Ride has
14 bikers signed up for the
whole entire route and more
are signing up for just parts
of the route.
The group is trying to raise
money for five beneficiaries,
according to Sikes. The first
beneficiary will be Partners
in Health, which is an organization that provides firstworld health care in the third
world. The second is Heifer
International, which is a nonprofit organization whose goal
is to help end world hunger
and poverty. The third beneficiary is International Peace
Initiative, based in Kenya, and
they provide scholarships for
mostly girls to go to secondary
schools. The fourth includes
Circles of Ten, which provide
empowerment of woman
through small groups of 10

and spread that throughout
the country. The fifth beneficiary is Emory Vaccine Center
in Atlanta, Gel, which is helping to find cures for AIDS and
malaria.
Sikes knows that this rideis not going to be easy, but
she is also aware of the fact
that people in other countries
don't have anything come
easy to them.
"Basically, when we had the
idea for this I knew it would be
an event that would change
my life personally," Sikes said.
"In the meantime, we would
be helping other people who
really need our help."
She knows that many challenges await them on this trip.
"It is going to be extremely
challenging; we arc crossing
over three Mountain ranges,"
she said. "Also, just the fact that
we will be living life on the
road for two months is going to
be challenging."
Markl wants riders to know
that if anyone is interested in
participating to go to their Web
site, Yesride.org, and contact
them to let them know and
not to be intimidated by the
amount of money they would
need to produce.
"We believe part of the reason of making the fundraising
so high is because this event
is going to change lives and
people won't think we will be
able to raise this much money,"
Markl said. "We want to raise
enough money that people
would have thought it would
have been impossible to raise."

We are looking for outgoing males and

females who thrive on physical challenges
and who are competitive in nature. If
you are interested in learning more, join
•

us for an informational meeting!

■

Friday, April 14th
3:30PM - 5:00PM

i

Student Union
Room 201 Sky Bank Room
For more details, e-mail vfaley@bgsu.edu
Tryouts are April 22nd and 23rd!
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Campbell Hill Apartments
2 bedroom townhouses

Bring in this coupon and SAVE!

performance, who are competitive in nature, and who want to
focus that energy into supporting BGSU Athletics.
If you are interested in learning more about the BGSU Dance Team
and tryouts, email Cheerleading and Dance Team Advisor,Valerie
Bullard, at Vfaleyr@bgsu.edu for more details
Tryouts are April 23rd!
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Schools sweat the big stuff
BGSU among universities with connection to sweatshops

Colleen Redmond BGNews

HELPING: Nick Kulik and Ryan Gasser (left), members of Pi Kappa
Phi, raise money for PUSH America. "The cage represents limited
mobility that those with disabilities face everyday," Ryan said.

Milwaukee (U-W1RE) — Several
universities across the nation
have recently been found to sell
logo apparel made in sweatshops, but the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee is not on
diat list.
Among the schools carrying
such apparel are Duke University,
the University of Michigan,
Penn State, Bowling Green
State University, the University
of California-Berkley, Indiana
University and Oregon Slate
University. Some of the officially
licensed apparel sold in campus
stores and bearing the university logo of these institutions has
been manufactured in garment
factories with inhumane and
unfair working conditions.
Linda Hausladen, licensing manager for the HUM
Bookstore, said that UWM is a
member of both the Pair Labor
Association and the Worker's

Rights Consortium, both of
which arc non-profit organizations dedicated to investigating
and ending illegal and inhumane working conditions in the
garment industry.
The association and the
consortium employ both
announced and unannounced
inspections of garment factories.
Hausladen said the University
has joined these organizations
in order to comply with UWM
policy and also because many
IxKikstore officials have strong
personal convictions about
sweatshop labor.
"We do not want to be in the
sweatshop product business as a
bookstore," I lausladen said.
UWM is also a client of a
company called the Licensing
Resource Group. Hausladen
said thai the licensing group
makes sure the apparel being
sold at the UWM Bookstore,

Panther Bookstore or any other
area retailers has been properly
licensed and is sweatshop free.
I lausladen said that to become
licensed, a company must pay
royalties for the use of thp UWM
logo and they must also disclose
the locations of their garment
factories, which opens diem up
to policing.
"When a person applies to be
a licensed vendor through I-KCi
and therefore possibly a licensed
vendor for us, they have to disclose where all of their product
comes from, actually, what shop
makes it," she said.
liven though many pieces of
clothing currently sold in the
UWM Bookstore are made in
many foreign countries often
associated with sweatshop labor,
Hausladen said she remains
confident that the garments are
sweatshop free.
"II.RG comesl into our

store at least twice or three
times a year and literally goes
through and look at the labels,"
Hausladen said.
However the system isn't perfect. Hausladen said four years
ago articles of licensed UWM
apparel produced in sweatshops
were found on the shelves of the
UWM Bookstore.
Hausladen said the issue of
sweatshop labor is one that concemscollegf. storeoffidats at universities across the nation. "The
college store industry has done a
lot of tilings to try to police itsell.
and we have supported that,"
she siki.
"I think we need to always
be vigilant,'' Hausladen said. "I
think the whole issue of where
our products come from ...
I think every individual needs
to always be vigilant, and that
includes every institution and
every manufacturer."
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Women's eyes see
more disorders

BOX ON WHEELS

New report shows
females have higher
rate of blindness
By Lisa Early
REPORTER

There are 3.4 million people
in America who are visually
impaired. Of those 3.4 million Americans, 75 percenl are
women.
According to Prevent
Blindness Ohio, women are
more likely than their male
counterparts to experience
some change in their vision,
whether it is a need for glasses
or contacts, an eye infection or
even an eye disease.
And as a result, experts say
it's more important for them
to know how to protect their
eyesight.
The four leading causes of
blindness are cataracts, glau-

•randon Ntiti BGNem
EVERYONE'S FAVORITE: The famous "boom box guy." who calls himself Michael Jordan, rides his bike while playing Ace of.Base's "I saw the sign"
yesterday afternoon near Harshman Bromfield. Boom box guy generally comes out on campus when the weather turns nice.

Asked if lie was happy to
hear her sobbing, he said,
Make my day."
He nou-d many relatives of
victims wepl on die witness
stand, then walked pasl him in
the courtroom and looked his
way without crying. "I find it disgustingthal people come hereto
•share their grief over
I he death of some
~~1
oilier person," he said.
"I'm glad diere was
pain, and I wish then
Will In1 more pain,"

Moussaoui: Sobbing
military witness's
words 'made my day"

Zerkin and Spencer alxuu when
he had been lolling the truth ovn
the last four years and whether he
was sane

By Michael J Snifter

he implicated himself in 9/11
after four years of da link how he
would have defended himself, his
reasons for hating America and
his dream ofbeing freed by
PresidentBusliina prison
—
er exchange for captured |
American troops.
Among his
most |
startling
statements, |
Moussaoui said. The
Moussaoui said Army 11.
children in Palestine
Col. lohn Thunnan's harand in Uiechr.ya will
rowing account ol escaphave pain. I want you lo
ing the burning Pentagon
ZACARIAS
share their pain."
left him with "tvgici thai
MOUSSAOUI
So, Spencer asked:
he didn't die."
"You have no regret,
He mocked ,i Navj "II
cerwhoweptasshedesi rihcdllie no remorse?"
"No regret, no remorse,"
death of two subordinates in the
Moussaoui responded,
attack on the IVmagon.
When he left court after the
"I think it was disgusting for a
military person" to en. Moussaoui judge and jury, he yelled: "God
ii MI a. We will win. It's just
said of I.i. Nancy rvfcKeown. "she
is military. She should expect peo- a question of time."
In a lengthy explanation of why
ple at war with her to want to kill
he hates Americans, Moussaoui
her."

In the process, he revealed whj

THE ASSOCIATED PBESS

ALEXANDRIA. Va. — Reasserting
his role in Sept 11, al-Qaida conspirator Zacarias Moussaoui told
jurors yesterday he has "no regret,
no remorse," was disgusted by the
heart-rending testimony of victims and relatives and only wished
they had suffered more.
He said hearing a Navy officer
sobbing in court made his day.
"So you would be happy lo
see 9/11 again?" Prosecutor Rob
Spencer asked.
"Every day until we gel you," the
bearded 37-year-old I-'renchman
shot back.
As court-appointed defense
lawyers began the last phase of
their effort to save him from execution, Moussaoui put in a second
unsettling appearance on the witness stand.
For 2 1/2 hours, Moussaoui
argued with defense lawyer Gerald

CHEERLEADING
TRYOUTS

said Islam requires Muslims lo
be the world's superpower as he
flipped through a copy of the
Quran searching for verses to
support his assertion. He said
One verse requires Muslims "to
tight against all who believe not
in Allah."
"V\fe have an obligation to be the
superpower. You have to be subdued," Moussaoui said. "America
is a superpower and you want to
eradicate Islam."
He criticized U.S. support
for Israel. "Every child who has
been killed in Palestine has been
killed because of you," he said.
Israel is "just a missing star in the
American flag," he added.
In a particularly revealing
response, Moussaoui explained to
Spencer why he shocked the sentencing trial by testifying March 27
that he had been ordered to hijack
a fifth plane on 9/11 and fly it into
the White House — a plot he had
long maintained was targeted for
a later date
"I thought it was useless to try
to differentiate myself from 9/11,"
Moussaoui said. "I wanted to
stand for 9/11 from the beginning
I thought I could do so and fight
on against the death penalty. On
purely rational grounds, it's a bit
odd. ...By testjlyiiig trvithfuliy, i will
save my life. It's an act of religion."
The trial resumes Monday.

EYES, PAGE 6

Colorado students
bike to change lives
YES RIDE, FROM PAGE 1

Terrorism suspect defiant

coma, diabetic relinopathy
and age-related macular
degeneration (AMD). Each
condition is more prevalent in
women than In men.
But although there is no
cure for these diseases, if
detected and treated, vision
can be preserved.
Dr. Mile Brujic, an optometrist at |ohn T. Archer &
Associates on Ridgewood
Drive, said even 6-monthold babies can have their
vision checked.
"There is a program
called Infanlsee," he said.
"Optometrists offer their services for anyone under one
year of age."
The Prevent Blindness Web
site reported chronic dry eye is
the most common eye disease
that affects women. During

Yes Ride, each rider has to
raise $4,000 on their own.
However, if riders only plan
to ride for some of the trip,
exceptions would be made.
The trip starts in Seattle,
Wash., on (une 1 and will end
on July 27 in Boston, Mass.
"We will be staying at
schools and churches along
the route and we will be talking to camp kids as well as
other organizations to raise
awareness," Markl said. "We
want to inspire people so they
can create the next big thing.
This ride isn't just about raising funds: We warn to change
the world."
So far the Yes Ride has
14 bikers signed up for the
whole entire route and more
are signing up for just parts
of the route.
The group is trying to raise
money for five beneficiaries,
according to Sikes. The first
beneficiary will be Partners
in Health, which is an organization that provides firstworld health care in the third
world. The second is Heifer
International, which is a nonprofit organization whose goal
is lo help end world hunger
and poverty. The third beneficiary is International Peace
Initiative, based in Kenya, and
they provide scholarships for
mostly girls to go to secondary
schools. The fourth includes
Circles of Ten, which provide
empowerment of woman
through small groups of 10

and spread that throughout
the country. The fifth beneficiary is Emory Vaccine Center
in Atlanta, Ga„ which is helping to find cures for AIDS and
malaria.
Sikes knows that this ride
is not going to be easy, but
she is also aware of the fact
that people in other countries
don't have anything come
easy to them.
"Basically, when we had the
idea for this I knew it would be
an event that would change
my life personally," Sikes said.
"In the meantime, we would
be helping other people who
really need our help."
She knows that many challenges await them on this trip.
"It is going to be extremely
challenging: we are crossing
over three Mountain ranges,"
she said. "Also, jus! the fact that
we will be living life on the
road for two months is going to
be challenging."
Markl wants riders to know
that if anyone is interested in
participating to go to their Web
site, Yesride.org, and contact
them to let them know and
not lo be intimidated by the
amount of money they would
need to produce.
"We believe part of the reason of making the fundraising
so high is because this event
is going to change lives and
people won't think we will be
able to raise this much money,"
Markl said. "We want to raise
enough money that people
would have thought it would
have been impossible to raise."

We are looking for outgoing males and

females who thrive on physical challenges
and who are competitive in nature. If
you are interested in learning more, join
us for an informational meeting!
Friday, April 14th
3:30PM - 5:00PM
Student Union
Room 201 Sky Bank Room
For more details, e-mail vfaley@bgsu.edu
Tryouts are April 22nd and 23rd!

3m

DANCE TEAM
TRYOUTS
We are looking for individuals who thrive on the art of

Bring in this coupon and SAVE!

performance, who are competitive in nature, and who want to
focus that energy into supporting BGSU Athletics.
If you are interested in learning more about the BGSU Dance Team
and tryouts, email Cheerleading and Dance Team Advisor,Valerie
Bullard, at Vfaley@bgsu.edu for more details
Tryouts are April 23rd!

Your Rent per unit or< any
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GREENBRIAR, INC.
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Bowling Green, OH
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Schools sweat the big stuff
BGSU among universities with connection to sweatshops
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HELPING: Nick Kulik and Ryan Gasser (left), members of Pi Kappa
Phi, raise money for PUSH America. "The cage represents limited
mobility that those with disabilities face everyday," Ryan said.

Milwaukee (U-WIRE) — Several
universities across the nation
have recently been found to sell
logo appurel made in sweatshops, but the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee is not on
that list.
Among the schools carrying
such apparel are Duke University,
the University of Michigan,
Penn State, Bowling Green
State University, the University
of California-Berkley, Indiana
University and Oregon State
University. Some of the officially
licensed apparel sold in campus
stores and bearing the university logo of these institutions has
been manufactured in garment
factories with inhumane and
unfair working conditions.
Linda Hausladen, licensing manager for the UYVM
Bookstore, said that UWM is a
member of both the Fair Labor
Association and the Worker's

HEY!!!

Itights Consortium, both of
which are non-profit organizations dedicated to investigating
and ending illegal and inhumane working conditions in the
garment industry.
The association and the
consortium
employ both
announced and unannounced
inspections of garment factories.
Hausladen said the University
has joined these organizations
in order to comply with UWM
policy and also because many
bookstore officials have strong
personal convictions about
sweatshop labor.
"We do not want to be in the
sweatshop product business as a
bookstore,'' I lausladen said.
UWM is also a client of a
company called the Licensing
Resource Group. Hausladen
said that the licensing group
makes sure the apparel being
sold at the UWM Bookstore,

Panther Bookstore or any other
area retailers has been property
licensed and is sweatshop free.
Hausladen said that to become
licensed, a company must pay
royalties for the use of the UWM
logo and they must also disclose
the locations of their garment
factories, which opens mem up
to policing
"When a person applies to be
a licensed vendor through LRG
and therefore possibly a licensed
vendor for us, they have to disclose where all of their product
comes from, actually, what shop
makes it," she said.
Kven though many pieces of
clothing currently sold in the
UWM Bookstore are made in
many foreign countries often
associated with sweatshop labor,
Hausladen said she remains
confident that the garments are
sweatshop free.
"(LRG comes] into our

store at least twice or three
times a year and literally goes
through and look at the labels,"
Hausladen said.
However the system isn't perfect. Hausladen said four years
ago articles of licensed UWM
apparel produced in sweatshops
were found on the shelves of the
UWM Bookstore.
Hausladen said the issue of
sweatshop labor is one that concerns college store officials at universities across the nation. "The
college store industry has done a
lot of things to try to police itself,
and we have supported that,"
she said.
"I think we need to always
be vigilant," Hausladen said. "I
think the whole issue of where
our products come from ...
I think every individual needs
to always be vigilant, and that
includes every institution and
every manufacturer."

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!
4-15 Kasl Woosfer st. • 3514717
www.GreenbriarReDtals.coni
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Treehouse Troupe
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Quixote!
April 20,21,22 at 7:30pm
April 23 at 2:OOpm
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Hull
Contact the Box Office at i\\U\7'±-'±7W
to purchase tickets in advance. Don't nait;
the I 'l'.\ matinee performance will sell out!

The B0 News has 4 fall openings for qualified
students to work in part-time selling

Got Sweet Skills?

']

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!
2 Bedroom Deluxe Apartments

Benefits of the Job
• Real World Experience
• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours
• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• So. or Jr. Marketing
or IPC major
• Own transportation
• Detail oriented
• Interested in advertising
or sales career
Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available

710 and 730 Scott Hamilton

from only

$600 ss*.

Spacious, newly remodeled units!

Bedroom Apartments
Houses for Rent;
122
247
702
704

'A Frazee Ave.
S. Summit
6th St.
6th St.

''^>»,

641 and 702 Third Street
839 Fourth Streel

from only
^3W%9 month!
Heat, Water, & Sewer Included!

2 Efficiencies Available for $300 per month

Mid \m Management
(.41 I Milcl Si. #4
352-4380
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"When my soul was troubled, it was Billy I
reached out to, for advice, for comfort, for
prayer."
George H.W. Bush, honoring Rev, Hilly Graham with ilk' George Bush Award
for Ijccdlcna' in Public Service
■ -k.,i>nil
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STAFF EDITORIAL

New USG should consider issues
The results are in. and Bernard
l.illlc and Krislen knlhis will
lead the Undergraduate Student
Government next year.
We are worried that an organization with the power of around
18,000 undergraduate voices,
more than $30,000 and thousands of man-hours every year
could go to waste.
But maybe they'll actually do
something about the lack of state
support for higher education.
We should be hitting the streets
over this issue! All IISC! needs

YOU DECIDE
What do you want to see out
of USG leadership in the coming year? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post leedback on our Web site.

to do is call fellow Ohio student
government presidents and
organize a day — or week — of
protest that will gel students in
the press across Ohio and around

the nation.
The BG News also wants the
weekly meetings back on television. FOr about $600, die student
body got a great big room for their
USG, a great presentation system
and two airings a week of their
Monday meetings. What a great
deal — too bad USG got rid of it.
They justified scrapping the
TV airings this year by saying no
one watched, planning to refocus their efforts on a massive PR
campaign to bring undergrads in
touch with USG.

But it seems their PR campaign fell flat on its face this year,
evidenced by an overwhelming number of students polled
by The BG News this week who
either didn't know what USG
even was, or simply didn't care
enough to vote.
Also should USG he affiliated
with parties or not? Put it in your
bylaws!
The most mysterious proposal,
the contentious OneCard system,
needs to be fully unveiled for students to understand and discuss.

Where will the B!G Charge go?
Will everything be debit? What if
students nin out of money?
The B!G Charge was implemented for a reason, and before
we get rid of it, we need to lie
absolutely certain it is in the best
interests of the students.
Also, we want to see a
Thursday. Friday and Saturday
night bus route that will cut
down on drunk driving offenses,
a domestic partner benefits program for faculty and staff like
those at many other state insti-

tutions, a bookstore that makes
every effort to avoid exploiting
foreign workers in sweatshops
and more funding for student
organizations whose efforts
focus on community service
that makes a tangible difference
in Bowling Green.
Little and Knlhis. The BG News
challenges you both to address
these challenges. Please don't
take the nearly $12,000 students
just gave you in stipends and
address only one issue—address
them all

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE Bush lacks trust in
ONTHE STREET military opinions

Blame lack of
generosity, not
population

After reading Wednesday's column on overpopulation. I was a
bit troubled.
Preventing the gift of
life is never the answer to
global problems.
Our world was made for
people and those of us who are
here now are responsible for
improving society so that we
can welcome many lives into
this world openly and freely.
The quality of life is less because
many people in our society are
not open to life.
The world's resources and

goods are not evenly dispersed
and that is one of the reasons
why many people are poor.
It's a manifestation of greed in
the world. So many people are
more interested in the materialistic quality of life rather than
seeking tnie happiness in the
simplicity of life.
If all of us were to live just with
what we needed, problems like
starvation and homelessness
could be lessened.
Contrary to popular belief,
material things don't improve
quality of life, they actually
lessen it. We only really need the
basic necessities of life.
I'm not saying that we all
need to live in poverty, but be
satisfied with what we need.
If we would truly care for others and give our things and

more importantly, ourselves to
those who have little, we would
genuinely help them.
One cannot deny his brother
or sister so that he might live
more comfortably.
That's not true generosity.
Families with four, five or twelve
children are usually very loving
happy families. They are more
interested in being generous
widi one another than living
with all the luxuries of this world.
And that is true happiness.
It's not that this world is overpopulated; it is that there is a
great lack of generosity in the
way of material goods and more
importantly, die way of life.
LAUREN WALTER
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
walterl&bgsu.edu

What makes a protest
successful?

Opinion Cxilunmist

JARED MILLS
JUNIOR, PSYCHOLOGY

"When it makes
people stop and take
notice of what's going
on."

Giving the gift of internet music
ANDREW
FLAVAHAN
Opinion Columnist
Few people on this campus can say they've never
downloaded at least one
song without paying for it. That's
really just the way it is.
If you haven't, then you've
probably at least used flimes or
MP3.com a few dines — cither
way you're getting your music for
far less than die music industry
would like.
With all the attention given to
"illegal" music downloading, it's
haid not to hear about it. A recent
article written by techspotcom
discovered at least half of all consumers an downloading music
illegally, and the rest an' mosi
likely using discounted services
like iTuncs. CDs just aren't cutting
it anymore. Like trying to cat the
steak at tlie Mel xinald Dining
Center with their plastic cudery,
CDs are just falling short of consumer expectations and needs.
I 'm sure all of you who do
download music "illegally" have
been told you shouldn't by a
number of different people, but
if you're like me you never understood why it was illegal.
See, to me, it's as legal as a
birthday party. When a child ages,
their parents shower them with
gifts, obviously. Gifts they pay for
themselves and lake ownership
of. With that ownership, they
have die right to do whatever
they want with it. They of course
choose to give them to dieir child.

Or, ill buy a car and want to give
ily at a store, except for when you
it away to someone for absolutely
can buy an entire season for like
nothing it's not illegal, it's just
S100, something clearly targeting
extremely generous.
diehard fans of a given show. If
For a song to appear online,
you like a show on television so
when you think about it, in all
much you want to record it and
likeliness someone at some point
watch it again and again, you
in time would have to have paid
have every right That same prinfor the song and uploaded it.They ciple applied to radio, and you're
paid for it, took ownership of it,
a criminal.
andhad the right to do whatever
Another thing I don't get is how
they wanted with it. They choose
musicians are going absolutely
to upload it to the Internet to let
bananas over die new online
everyone on the planet enjoy it,
trend. Fminem, Garth Brooks,
w I Kit's illegal about dial? Other
Metallica, Jimmy Buffet and many
ticoplc gave it to other people,
more have all gone on die offenand so forth and so on. It may
sive against music downloading.
hurt tin' music industry, but it's
All of them are essentially
not really illegal.
.accusing their fans of being
U (■: i okay, it's illegal — but
cheap criminals, which to be
only because of laws designed to
honest is an odd way of going
I in Heel the music industry while
about marketing themselves
negating the rights of consumers,
to the public. It's hard to feel
If we didn't have die right to do
sorry for someone who lives in
what we wanted with our own
a massive house with a Bentley
property libay wouldn't exist I
in the driveway, so I don't even
might lx' oversimplifying it, and
try. Especially when I don't even
some of the songs online could
think downloading songs should
be copied from radio stations etc
be illegal or punishable.
But, even at that, recording a song
On top of that, several more
off of a radio station is like Tivo'ing musicians have come to the
a IV show, really.
defense of downloading music
Maybe I'm the only person who — like limp Bizkit for example
feels dlis way, 1 don't know. Why is
topic who don't take the rights
a Two legal, then? Because there
of their fans for granted, and care
isn't any other way you could
about those rights and their tans
watch it. and there's no need to
more than dieir acquisition of a
make a law protecting anything
3rd swimming pool
from the rights of consumers. like,
If it were up to me, people
with radio you could dieoretically
could download whatever rhey
just record the songs instead of
wanted whenever they wanted.
actually buying the CD—but
But I'm not supreme ruler of the
with IV there is no alternative and
planet yet, so no such luck.
recording a show won't effect your
purchase of a product dial doesn't
Send comments to Andrew at
exist. You can't buy TV shows easfandrew@bgM.edu.
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There is a high chance
that Iran poses a threat
to America, our allies in
the Middle Fast and our allies
in Europe, lust Tuesday they
announced that they have been
able to enrich uranium despite
the United Nations banning
them from doing so.
On Thursday they said they
plan to increase enrichment
far beyond current production. As the Associated Press
reported, Iran has informed the
International Atomic Energy
Agency dial it will install 3,000
centrifuges in 2006.
ihis is very worrisome. Much
of the rest of die world does
not want Iran to continue with
production because diey are
afraid Iran is seeking to produce

weapons.

RIO C GREEN
JUNIOR, SOCIOLOGY

"It depends on if what
they're protesting is
worth protesting."

JOE LAUCHLAN
JUNIOR, ECONOMICS
"Empowered
individuals."

MIRANDA EVERITT
SOPHOMORE,
JOURNALISM

"If it ends in change."

Our own government is
just as, if not more, afraid of
Iran's intentions.
I lowcver, what is almost
equally as worrisome is that the
Bush Administration is planning
for potential war with Iran. And
some of die potential war plans
includes a possible first strike with
nuclear weapons
Seymour I lersh reported for
The New Yorker dial diis possible
option is still on die table.
As explained in I Icrsh's article,
when war planning begins, all
options are put on the table
and then little by little whittled
away until only the viable and
reasonable are left to pick from.
However, the nuclear option has
not been erased from the list of
possible options.
Iran has begun building
underground facilities. These
constructs are 70 feet underground and encased in concrete.
Facilities like these are generally built to ensure government
continuance in case of nuclear
bombing or for secret manufacturing of nuclear weapons
The Russians had similar
bunkers during the cold war and
America also has such facilities in
Pennsylvania.
In a case when the United
States might want to attack Iran
and take out all possible nuclear facilities and production
plants, a nuclear strike would
be the. only way to guarantee
that such underground bunkers
would be destroyed.
But who in their right mind
would think of initiating a first
strike nuclear attack?

Isn't die reason that we are
afraid of Iran making nuclear
weapons the fact that they might
try one such attack?
Even if we were able to totally
disable any retaliation from
Iran, die kind of impact diat
would have in the Middle East is
unthinkable.
Odier Islamic nations would
not hesitate to attack Israel or Iraq.
It would almost certainly lead to
an all-out world war.
America has used nuclear
bombs on lapan, and there
was no retaliation. But diat was
a completely different situation. Whether students agree on
whether it was right or wrong to
do, it was at the end of a long war
with millions of casualties, if there
are any just reasons Ionising
nuclear weapons, dien diey may
have existed then, but not now.
The whole reason why we
don't want Iran to have nukes
is because they would not be
responsible with them. They
might use them. It stems oddly
ironic and idiotic for us to be considering tiiis option for so long
Now, honestly, will President
Bush implement such a plan? No,
he wouldn't 1 le's not that stupid.
But why even leave die option
available? It is clear from Seymour
I Icrsh's article that top military
officials are very upset with Bush
for doing diis and may well resign
if it's not taken away soon.
But this is typical of die Bush
administration: They don't mist
die military enough to listen to
their suggestions
Ihis week. General George
lotilwan commented on this friction when he appeared on CNN's
Situation Room. Ihe General
said that Rumsfeld continually
Ix-littles military representatives at
meetings until they stop trying to
get dieir voices heard.
It might behoove this administration to actually listen to what
die military has to say on military
matters Perhaps had they listened to military advice before
the invasion of Iraq, things might
not have gone as badly as they are
going now.
Whether smdents are for or
against the war in Iraq is irrelevant
now. All students realty' need to
think about is, "Do we want the
same mess in Iran as we have in
Iraq?" If you think things are fine
in Iraq dien don't ask for change.
But if students would like to avoid
such a mess, implore your government to listen to die military
when planning potential military
strikes.
Send comments to George at
valkoffiib&u.edu.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS arc longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

PfXICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns arc printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be induded for verifkation
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line niarked"Lettcr
to the Editor"or "Guest Column."Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters arc
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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Protests against
war unsuccessful
opinion this time It is ridiculous because President Bush is
real busy and doesn't have time
to meet with Cindy Sheehan
Opinion Columnist whenever/ she wants too.
Also, if Sheehan's protests
a re work i ng so well chasi ng
Anew anti-war protest
Bush aw ay, then how come the
occurred this week outPresident hasn't caved in and
side of President Bush's
withdrawn our troops from
Crawford Ranch and it is led by
IraqV I think maybe because
Cindy Sheehan.
in reality it's not working and
The protest didn't seem to
she's just saying this to get
work, since Bush was not even
more support.
at the Ranch but at Camp I tavid
She is doing nothing but
at the time. Cindy Sheehan was
lowering the troops' morale
in the news in the past for proand showing our enemies that
testing at the Crawford Ranch
we're weak ttccause of some of
Sheehan's son died in Iraq.
the harsh things being said by
which encouraged her to start
people like (imly Sheehan.
the protesting. She was also
She also said "We're going
arrested several times during
to do what we do all the time:
her protests, according to the
Gather together in peace.
Associated Press. After protestWe're going to call for George
ing for almost a war, there
Hush and the neo-cons not to
have been no major changes
coming from Sheehan's protests. invade Iran. That would be
a mistake even worse than
We're still in Iraq and Bush and
Iraq. Our children arc sitting
Republicans aren't intimated l>y
ducks In ihe Middle Kast; the
her ;intics.
people of Iran and Iraq would
this past protest at an empty
be sitting ducks. And I'm not
Crawford Ranch, Sheehan
even sure thai this invasion
claimed they twin because the)
won't lead to World War III. So
sup|X)sedly made Bush sciired
It's St unething we have lo slop
to come back to his ranch.
before it starts."
Sheehan said "We chased
Sheehan foils to mention
him away from his ranch. We
SOneoi the Ilemocrats who
protest all over the country
voted to go lo Iraq, including
without him being in attenI Hilary Clinton and John Kerry.
dance, so I don't think it takes
She is unthing hui an extremist
away (from this vigil) a bit
who is trying to get on the news
because he never met with us
as much as possible.
anyway. It wasn't even like we
t indy Sheehan is just anothever sat down and had sweet
er political tool Democrats are
tea together."
using to try to win more seats
After ("indy Sheehan said her
In Congress this next election,
remarks at hcrprutesi, Bush
Sheehan and other Democrats
had Blair lones. While I louse
are trying to make this look
spokesman, say his reason why
like ihe next Vietnam or Worid
he's not at the Crawford Ranch
War III.
since he is usually at die ranch
In reality this Isn't anything
for Kaster.
close to those It's nothing bill
lones said "The president
a scare lank. which is another
looks forward to returning
IVa) Democrats are trying to
to Crawford whenever poswin seats in Congress, which,
sible. It's the right of the
in my opinion, won I work
American people to peacebecause Americans are going
fully express their views.
lo see right through that.
The president welcomes tinOverall, Cindy Sheehan's
opinions of all Americans."
protest isn't doing anything to
Accenting to the Associated
help make a solution for the
Press, Bush met with c lihdj
war in Iraq and she is just trySheehan shortly alter her son's
ing lo get back in the news.
death but she never voiced her
opinion to Bush about the war
Sendcommena to Man at
Now she wants to meet him
acakat&jgOLedu.
again just so she can voice her

fi

A good sign for America: female candidates
JACI
B0YDST0N
U-MreColumnisl
Kansas State CM^iim
Kansas Stale University
A strange new wind is
blowing through our
political landscape
these days, one that makes
some leap for joy and others
cringe with discomfort.
You could say it started
back in 2000, when the people
of New York elected Hillary
Clinton to the U.S. Senate, or
you could say it started in 1984,
when Geraldine Ferraro won
the Democratic vice presidential nomination. You could even
say it started in 1920, when
women were officially given the
right to vote.
However we look at it, for the
first time in history, it seems
possible that one or both of the
major parties will nominate
a woman to run in the 2008
presidential election.
Although the sheer number
of public opinion polls this
early in the game is almost

too staggering to sift through,
a good chunk of those polls
indicate that many Democrats
like Hillary Clinton in 2008
and many Republicans like
Condoleezza Rice.
According lo an analysis of most major polls on
Wikipedia.org, Clinton and
Rice appear lo be the frontrunners for their respective
parties' nominations.
To briefly put this in perspective, neither woman has
announced intentions to seek
the presidency (although, this
early in the election cycle, very
few people have).
Furthermore, public opinion
and the political climate arc
bound to change markedly in
the next two years, so peering into a crystal ball in 2006
doesn't do much good.
Regardless, the fact that
two women are among the
most-mentioned potential candidates for president is a pretty
new and exciting thing.
Although I don't claim to be a
feminist, I'm eager for the possibility of watching these two
women face off in a national
campaign. They're both exceptionally qualified: Clinton is a

U.S. Senator and a graduate of
the country's most prestigious
law school, and Rice has held a
variety of prominent positions
in both academia and the federal government.
Out of these two women, I
don't know who would make
the better president, but I
hope that if one of them is
nominated, the other will be,
too. Although America may be
ready for a female president, it
might not be ready for a man
verses woman presidential
campaign.
If Clinton takes on a male
Republican, or if Rice runs
against a male Democrat, the
odds are pretty good that the
campaign will be reduced to a
debate over whether a woman
can run ihe country.
There's a healthy bloc of voters (many of them the same old,
rich, white men who already
run the country) who would
vote for any man over any
woman, just because they don't
think women arc up to the job.
In the same vein, one need
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only visit thewhitchouseproject.
org to see how many people
want a woman president so
badly they would support a
female candidate by virtue of
her sex alone.
Gender is a bad way to determine who would make the best
president, and until we reach a
point where no one even considers gender as a qualifier for
good leadership, it would probably be best that there's no managainst-woman campaign.
That's the best part of
Clinton verses Rice in 2008
— both are qualified, capable
candidates and one would
go on to become the first
woman president. And, after
the country has gotten over
that milestone, the question
of whether women are qualified would be a much smaller
issue in future campaigns.
So, although neither woman
has announced an intention
to run yet, I hope both of them
da It would be an interesting,
ground-breaking campaign.
Better them than Oprah.
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GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Millikin
• Central downtown location
•Unfurnished
•On-site laundry
• Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
S345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S425/mo + electric

Summit Street
• Furnished
•Air Conditioned
•On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
• Efficiences
S315/ mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
S400/mo ♦ electric

445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 -352 0717
WWW
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Free Private Shuttle to and from campus
Free Tanning
Free Washer and Dryer in every apt.
Free TV-32" or 51" Big Screen
Free Internet
& Much Much More from $307.00
The Enclave I a II

Now Offering at the Enclave II:
9 month Short Term Lease
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(Formerly Sterling Enclave)
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No Deposit
Restrictions Apply
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(877)819-6802
www.collegeparkweb.com
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Accuracy is
essential for
job hunters,
employers
RESUME. FROM PAGE 1

punishment
"It'siniportant I University
graduates] try not to finesse
their degree." she said. "If
they do, it's grounds for
dismissal because if a person is kept despite failure
with credentials then the
employer is liable to be sued
for negligence
As a result, when a person is hired, most employers verify the information on
the application, k roll said.
Once the job seeker signs
the application, many companies conduct background
checks and make calls.
Kroll said colleges listed on resumes are almost
always verified, especially
if the employer is a fairly
large company.
And she said while
some students believe
they can spice up their
involvement in campus
organizations, employers
make a point to ask about
the organization's recent
meetings and activities.
"Character and integrity are very important to
employers," she said. "Many
students aren't good at lying
under pressure — if |the
employer] determines that
you've added that to your
resume, then it causes them
to doubt the truthfulness of
everything else you've told
them in the interview."
Fleming said students
need to be aware of the
difference between mistakes and intentional
exaggerations
"It's much more understandable when it's just a
typographical error," he
said, "rather than if you've
never worked [at a place]
or you don't actually have a
bachelor's degree and you're
claiming you do."

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007
Coll 353 5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apis.
I OS 2 Hairview Avc
1 & 2 bdrmi / 3 btlrm Twnh
Disfawasher/Garbage Disposal
Air Condilion/Washer/Drycrs in
2/3 bdrm./lntcrnci special/
Carports/ BGSU Bos Shuttle

/(JEfcCA

Management Inc.
Hdnaite
710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 bdrm apt.
Dishwasher/OarbageDisposal
A.C./washer. Dryer in 2 hdrrm.
Free Internet/Walk u» Campus

Pope: Judas a traitor
Mass comes one
week after new docs
released to public
ROME (AP) — Pope Benedict XVI
yesterday recounted the Biblical
ix-trayal of lestts by ludas, calling
the aposde a double-crasser for
whom "money was more important Ulan communion with lesus.
more important than (kid and
his love."
Benedict's traditional depiction
of ludas came during his Holy
Thursday homily, a week after
the release ol an ancient Egyptian
Coptic text dubbed die "Gospel
of ludas." in which ludas is portrayed not as lesus' betrayer but
as his confidant who was doing
his will by handing him over to his
enemies to be crucified.
I lory Thursday marks the start
of a series of solemn ceremonies

in the Catholic Church in which
the faithful relive lesus' suffering, crucifixion and death — and
then his resurrection on liaster
Sunday.
During the service, the holy
fadier humbly washed die feet of
12 men, re-enacting lesus' washing of his apostles' feet during die
last Supper and saying the act
cleansed the "filtli" of mankind.
As a choir's hymn filled St. John
LateranlliisilicainUome.BeiH'dii i
poured water from a golden vase
over each of die men's feet and
snubbed each one dry in an ad
of humility and service.
In his homily. Benedict said
lesus washed his disciples' feet
to purify them so they could join
him at the last Supper, the meal
which tile faithful believe lesus
shared with his apostles before he
was betrayed by his apostle ludas
and cnicified.

EYES, FROM PAGE 2

Plimo Lepri AP Photo

FAITH: Pope Benedict XVI holds
the Holy Staff as he celebrates
the Chrismal Mass.

Wasil still plans to be involved
ELECTION, fROM PAGE 1

porters of Litde and Kulbis. The
president and vice presidentelects shared a big smile and a
heart)' hug.
In second place, lim Wasil,
co-chair of College Republicans,
and Chelci Howard lost by 152
votes. Though he said it was too
soon to say how much he would
be Involved with USG next year,
Wasil has no intention of abandoning his campaign platfonns.
"I'll still press for the things I
wanted on the agenda." he said.
As for Ulird place candidates
Pedro Machado and Andrew
VVuebold. who wen1 5b votes
behind second place, they'll leave

the course of USG's action next
year up to die elected president
and vice-president.
"Since I wasn't elected, I worn
haw any power," Machado said
of his involvement next year in
many campaign goals "I will let
students talk to the president that
they elected."
At 2,059. die voter turnout was
higher this year than usual. Ala
Wright, die 2004-2005 USG president who also finished second in
last year's election, said this was
the first time turnout had topped
2,000 over the past several years.
Student voters showed they
cared by voting and USG senators
showed dieir support by attending the announcement and sup-

Glaucoma, dry eyes
strike older women

porting die future leaders.
Sen (iindelario Caslilla, junior,
said he would've been satisfied
with any dint' of the candidates.
"Anyone can do a good job as
long as they put their mind to it,"
he said.
As president-elect, little's first
Older of business was to make a
vet) Important phone call.
"I already called my mom." he

said
But he and Kulbis are lead] to
stan planning now. Soon, they'll
need to hire their executive board
and cabinet. And this summer
they'll talk to new students at orientation, as well as talk to administrators aliout the coming year.
" We are readv." little said.

menopause, when the quality
of tears changes as estrogen
levels drop, one in 12 women
suffer from this condition.
"Dry eyes affects about
90 percent of women and 10
percent of men," said Molly
Ryan-Fisher, communications coordinator of Prevent
Blindness Ohio.
Symptoms of the condition
include, but are not limited to,
blurred vision, light sensitivity
and sensation of itchiness or
irritation in the eye. Impaired
vision may result if the disease
is not treated.
Women are also impacted
by other eye diseases, such as
glaucoma and cataracts.
According to the National
Women's Health Web site,
glaucoma affects nearly three
million people — only half of
who know they have it.
Brujic said glaucoma occurs
when the water-like fluid in
your eye, which provides oxygen and nutrients to the lens
and cornea, flows more slowly
out of the eye, causing pressure to build.
"If pressure is too high,
this causes loss of peripheral
vision." he said.
Brujic admits if the condition isn't caught eariy enough,
it could spread and cause total
vision loss,
"It can be treated with
medication or eye drops to
lower the pressure," he said,
adding since there aren't any
symptoms, people usually
learn they have the disease
later in life.
The NWH also reported
cataracts affect more than 20
million Americans over 40.

Cataracts, which will also
plague more than half of
Americans by age 80, occur
when the protein located in
small bags comes out of the
eye's natural solution. The
lens gradually become cloudy
and opaque, making it hard
for victims to realize they
have cataracts.
University students, like
Shauntina Lily, freshman,
were concerned upon learning
about the new report.
Lily said she plans to
take better care of her eyes
as a result.
"Now that I am aware, I'm
gonna try to stay healthy
and fit and wear UV protection when outdoors," she
said, adding she had no idea
women were at such a high
risk for eye problems.
Brujic said it'simportant that
all Americans, including men,
get their eyes checked regularly to avoid eye diseases, such as
glaucoma and cataracts, from
sneaking up on them.
"There arc definitely a lot of
issues with the eyes," Brujic
said. "If you have questions,
talk to your eye care provider,
and make sure you tell them all
the problems you arc having."
He urged students to make
sure their doctors are doing all
they can to keep their patients
as healthy as possible.
In addition to regular eye
exams, Prevent Blindness
Ohio also suggests women eat
healthfully.stay fit, wear UV
eye protection and know their
family histories.
Editor's Note: lor more
information, visit the Prevent
Blindness Ohio Web site at
uiinapbohio.org, or call 800301-2020.

Some RAs forced to deal with problem floors
DORM LIFE, FROM PAGE 1

he said. "Sometimes it feels like
a 24-hour a day job and sometimes it is a lot easier than that."
(joll. who worked the fourth
floor from lanuary 2004-May
2005, said the only problem was
his floor and homework always
seemed to demand the most
attention at the same time.
"Often times the worst
incidents on the floor coincided with the busiest times,"
he said. "Thai was the main
source of stress."
In terms of rule breaking and
crime, (loll said he would not be
surprised if the floor was one of
the worst on campus. He came
to the floor mid-year and was
the only RA for 40 residents.

Only hope: Community
control
Despite the hefty challenge,
Coll dug in and did even more
work than was required of him.
He did the extra work in the
fight to build community on
a floor that was out of control
when he moved in.
Building community is considered to be the major part of
an HA's job, as Nick I lennessy,
associate director for the Office
of Residence Life, pointed out.
Hennessy supervises nearly
all residence hall staff, including

all 1KB RAs.
He said if RAs gel residents
involved ill their community
they won't "want to damage thai
community, Itheyl want to contribute to it in a positive way and
be a meaningful part of it."
lor Goll, building community meant connecting with
his residents and listening to
their complaints, concerns and
questions. It also meant cleaning up vomit and overflowing
toilets. Multiple times.
If someone on his floor left
a mess in the bathroom, doll
cleaned it up because he didn't
want to wait for the custodian to
come the next day.
He didn't have to clean it.
He did it because he wanted his floor to respect their
community.
"1 chose to because I didn't
want to ruin my residents'
experience. I didn't want them
to have to wade through vomit
or toilet water to use the restroom," he said. "I didn't want
one person on the floor to ruin
everyone's night."
And as former McDonald RA
loe Churpek echoed, having a
clean floor can be essential to
coin niunity development.
■(There] tends to be a correlation between the dirtier floors
and the worst behaved," he said.
"I think the nicer your floors are
the better you will treat it and

the people living it."
But despite su< h efforts by RAs
to get their floors involved, some
students just don't care about
Other's rights, others property,
or the University.
"Therefore, the aspect of living in a community doesn't really mean very much to them,"
Hennessy said.

Benefits/ Limitations
The challenge of building a
community on a floor are just
one of many facing RAs. Some
may be surprised that RAs
receive less than $9,150 a year in
room, board, food, technology
and stipend compensation.
The figure comes out to about
S478 every two weeks, or the
income of a person working 35
hours a week at S7 pay.
The only cash RAs receive,
however, comes from their $500
a semester stipend, which supplies diem with about $25 spending cash every two weeks. This
sti|H'nd increases $ 100 every year
the student is an RA.
The rest of RA's compensation
comes in the form of a free, single
room for the year, the minimum
meal plan, and having residence
life pay their technology fee.
FDnnef McDonald RA Melanie
( ainpbell, as well as several other
RAs interviewed, was happy with
the compensation she received,
with one exception: She would

have liked to been able to have a
job her first semester as an RA.
RAs are not allowed to hold a
job during dieir first semester,
and can only have a certain number of hours after that year.
"$25 every two weeks doesn't
even pay my cell phone bill, let
alone anything else," she said.
Aside from financial awards,
both doll and Campbell listed
several other benefits of being an
RA. including leadership, communication and time management skills.
They also made great friends,
and felt a great sense of pride in
influencing others' lives.
"I felt a great sense of accomplishment at helping people
overcome problems," Goll said.

I'm not helping
But not all RAs care about
helping the students on their
floor. According to Campbell
and others, some are rarely on
their floor.
"There are some RAs that you
know are good with discipline
but dicy are not visible on the
floor and they will stay in their
room with their door shut," she
said. "I hear these people say
things that would imply that they
really don't care. There are some
out there."
Hennessy said that not all of
his RAs are going to be perfect,
despite how much he wishes and

tries to make sure they are.
"On occasion there are sometimes staff members that maybe
don't do as much programming
as they should be doing" he said.
"1 don't think it's very common
at all."
Campbell said at least one
RA friend of hers left her position after the work became
too much.
An RA on O'Brien's floor also
left mid-year.
When RAs fail to fulfill thcir
responsibilities and possibly
contribute to crime and other
problems on a floor, it's usually
because they're swamped with
other work for school, according
to I lennessy.
Anodicr problem with RAs is
when their lifestyles conflict with
the responsibilities of their positions They're expected to be role
models for residents, and showing up drunk at 3 a.m. may be a
bad idea.
"You can't mix business with
pleasure," Goll said.
Campbell was one of those RAs.
While she never had a problem
fulfilling the duties on her floor,
she said she was never asked to
speak to a supervisor concerning
her work, until she violated the
student code of conduct.
Por her, it meant no more being
anRA.
For her floor it meant no more
Campbell.

Management Inc.
403/405 S. Church
2 bdrm Apl/ 2 bdrm Twnh
I bath/ close to downtown

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.
215 K. Poe
Elf. I bdrm / 2 bdrrns
Starting at S255/mo

Goodbye Winter, Hello Spring!
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4,000 Scholarships
Available NOW!
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Laundry on site

15 minute walk to campus
BGSU Bus Route

Oil Change
Tires
Battery

University Bookstore Undergraduate
Community Engagement Scholarships

• Tune-Up
• Brakes
• Drain & Flush

Management Inc.
Trey Auhrev
842/846/850 Seventh St.
Two story duplexes
3 bdrm/ 2 baths/dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on site

For the 2006-2007 Academic Year
Prerequisite:
♦ Acadmic Success
♦
♦
Service Hour*:
Moat-7,

♦

Modest Financial Need
Commitment to Community Service
8 Hours per week of Community service
required for Spring Semester

T..CIFMS5

24 HOUR TOWING

To Apply:
http://bookstore.bgsu.edu and click on the

Stop by the Office
ol 1045 N Mom St
' isite

com

"Undergraduate Engagement Scholarships " link
Or call 419/372-2851 for complete details!

2025 Victory Lane
Bowling Green, OH

DEADLINE APRIL 21. 2006

419-352-0387
AH major credit cards accepted.
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Sex toys
giveSvake
up call'
to students

ISSUE 137

Tket* 're h-osttng " Best
MuSlC on Ca/^PUS Competition.

By Emily Rjppe
REPORICft

Masturbation is gross, immoral and not something to be
discussed in a school newspaper or on a college campus.
That's what a loud handful
of people would like us
to believe.
But attitudes toward masturbation are quickly changing as people are starting to
believe that it is safe, natural
and educational,
"As we mature culturally
and age wise, masturbation
has become accepted as pan
of human nature," said former
assistant manager of The
Shed, Ziggy Williamson. "It's
becoming something that isn't
a big deal anymore"
Of course masturbation
remains a controversial topic
among certain groups, and
there is the never-ending conflict of what should be taught
in sex education programs.
"1 don't know why abstinence is taught in school, and
they completely disregard
masturbation as a viable
alternative to sex," said senior
Laura Zawistowski. "It would
be great if they taught out of
"The Guide to Getting It On,'
which tells you everything
you need to know about sex,
masturbation, toys and lots of
other valuable information
for teens."
Ashley Fair is a BGSU Peer
Educator who strives to publicize issues concerning relationships, sex. body image and
other relatable topics.
"This campus needs to wake
up to the fact that we are all
adults and what we do with
our bodies and partners in a
consensual manner is healthy
and normal," Fair said.
As part of lair's "wake up
call" to campus, she organized
a campus-wide discussion
last year focusing on safe sex
STIs and communication for
healthy relationships.
Mowing the discussion,
a sex toy party with a Pure
Romance consultant was open
to all females interested in
learning about what pleasures
their bodies.
The popularity of sex toy
parties may be astounding
to your grandma, but Pure
Romance has reported that
their consultants work an average of three events per week.
Fair knew the rules for having a sex toy party on campus
Rule number one: you must
be at least 18 years of age to
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the top 2© bands Last
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This is Otto Vector.
One of tke band
members is a grad
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Th-e winner gets a record
deal tvitlt these big dogs
AND a video tvi-tl* mtrU

Mourn on up with mtvU
Detroit-based band battles for video, record deal
Gutter thinks they have a good shot at winning sometime in the future. They played at last
it all this year.
year's Dance Marathon, winning the battle of
"I think we do. 1 mean the amount of people the bands.
Here in Ohio there's a little saying that most
But in a college town that features mostly
college football fans are fond of. While unfit we have voting for us, friends and fans, I'm
"college rock" acts it may be a while before that
for print, it generally implies that Ohioans pretty confident that yes we do," he said.
But when Glaser and Lemanik first started happens again.
couldn't care less about anything from the state
"It's kind of hard to break into the scene
messing around with a synthesizer, creating
of Michigan.
But now Otto Vector, a Detroit-based elec- music inspired by video games and cartoons, down here because we're not like a lot of bands
tronic rock band, has given people south of the they didn't expect it to be anything more than a playing around here. Everybody is just used to
fun way to pass the time.
guitar driven rock," Glaser said.
border a reason to rethink that sentiment.
It may be true that Vector's frantic elec"We were just screwing around," Lemanik
Founded at Eastern Michigan University
about three years ago by Mike "Sonic" Glaser said. "We got together and made music we tronic beats may seem more at home at
Skybar than at Howard's or Nate and Wally's
and Andrew "Ginseng" lemanik, Otto Vector thought was funny," he said.
Soon they would feel the need to play some but there is something about their music that
mixes heavy beats, electronic funk, catchy
is unmistakably rock.
pop, melodic vocals and a rock sensibil- of their "joke" music live.
Inspired by such bands as No Doubt. Duran
They enlisted the talents of keyboardist
ity to create some of the most unique music
William Daviddi and drummer David Lee and Duran and Berlin, Otto Vector leaves listeners
available today.
For the second straight year, Otto Vector has began playing shows. Soon after, vocalist Renee pondering whether they should break out the
made it into the top 25 bands in mtvU's "Best Miller would sign on to complete the Otto glow sticks or start head banging — and both
would be appropriate.
Music On Campus" competition. The winner of Vector sound.
Glaser, who is studying music composition.
Glaser. now a graduate student at BGSU, said
the contest gets a record deal with Drive-Thru
that while most of their gigs are in Detroit
Records and a video on mtvU.
OTTO VECTOR,PAGE 8
Last year they made it into the top five, and he hopes to play in Bowling Green again
By Mart Entrup
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This week, the Pulse
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the life of a campus
patrolman; PAGE 8
MUSICAL GENIUS:
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up and talks about
life as a musician
and who her major
influences are; PAGE 8
UP AND RUNNING:
Check out what Tom
Bethany has to say
in Checking Your
Vitals; PAGE 9

Locals experience a'HugeWorltftaste
By Chelci Howard
REP0R1ER

"So, what's this obsession about
music?" a man many refer to as
"Papa" proclaimed as he drummed
liis fingers in syncopation with his
next door neighbor's wind chimes.
"You can't eat it and you can't
wear it
"It's the same 12 notes just in different combinations and sounds,"
Papa added, "but yet, it's so powerful that it encourages some
people to act in certain ways, like
dye their hair black and wear dark
makeup That's why music is so
powerful."
It's arguable that Bowling Green
has a better live scene than anywhere else in Northwest Ohio.
What are the premises for this
daim? We are home to HugeWbrld

Project, a band full of accomplished musicians with influences from such vast and vibrant
genres as electric bluegrass and
classic rock.
HugeWorld Project will l>e playing twice this weekend at Howard's
Club H and will consequently be
recording their live album, "You'll
Never Hear This In Toledo," on
Sunday to an all ages audience
Tony
Papavasilopoulos,
referred to by many as "Tbny
Papa," conveyed motions of
excitement when talking about
the upcoming shows and the
live album the tongue-in-cheek
title of which also comes with a
humored explanation.
"We decided to do a live show
because the effort is a raw sound.
There is more energy and spon-

taneity during an on-the-spot
recording. It captures those little
quirks that a studio album can't
capture," Papa said.
"As for the title — it's just a
common phrase around here.
Toledo is just really not ready for
our sound."
HugeWorld Project, which is
comprised of Papa, lead singer
and guitar; Mohom, bass and
sit.ii" and Eli Vazquez, drums and
backing vocals, was birthed from
a mutual respect for the craft of
professional musicianship and
a little help from BG Music and
Sound, which is where all three
members teach. Kven though
the project will be entering its
second year of existence in June,
I lugeWbrld Project has become a
staple in the local scene and has

gathered a strong fan base thanks
to their unique sound and their
new street team.
"Things in the music business are changing so fast that it's
important to keep up and not
wear yourself out. We are handpicking our shows and dates
carefully, for example. Tax day
and Faster." Papa said." We have
new PR people and a street team
who does underground promotions and it has really helped out
and boosted show attendance a
lot. They have allowed us to focus
on the important thing, which is
the music"
In addition, New York-bred
band Devola will be opening for
HugeWbrld, which is something
that Papa feels the show's attendees will truly enjoy.
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"Devola is a completely different
sounding band than we are." Papa
said. "They have a female lead
singer and they tour a lot. We all
met when we played at a NOMO
show in lanuary and we developed a relationship They have
been persistent in trying to play a
show with us, so these shows will
be a really good experience for
both of us."
On Saturday, the concert
begins at 10 p.m. and is 18 and up.
Sunday's show, which will also be
the recording of "You'll never hear
this in Toledo," begins at 7 p.m.
and is open to all ages. A $5 covet
will be collected at the door.
HugeWorld Project, according
to Papa, is really excited to do an
HWP.PAGE8
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Accuracy is
essential for
job hunters,
employers
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punishment.
"It'simportant [University
graduates] try noi to finesse
theii 111->_:11■ i•. she said. "II
they il<>. it's grounds foi
dismissal because il a pel
son is kepi despite Failure
with credentials then the
employer is liable to be sued
for negligence
\s .i result, when a person Is hired, mosi emploj
ersverif) the information on
the application, Kroll said,
Once the job seeker signs
the application, mam coin
panies conduct background
checks and make calls.
Kroll said colleges listed on resumes are almost
always vei Ified, especially
if the employer is ,i fairly
large company.
And she said while
some students believe
they can spit <■ up their
Involvement in campus
organizations, employers
make a poini to ask about
the organization's recenl
meetings and at m Ities
"< haracter and integrity are very Importam to
employers," she said "Many
students aren'i good ai lying
under pressure — if Ithe
employerl determines thai
you've added thai to your
resume, then n causes them
to doubt the truthfulness ol
everything else you've mill
them in the interview."
Fleming said students
need to be aware ol i he
difference between mistakes and intentional
exaggei ai inns.
"It's much more understandable when It's just a
typographical error," he
said, "rather than il you've
never worked lal a place

in you don'i actually have a
bachelor's degree and you're
claiming you do.'

Management Inc.
Now Ranting for
2006/2007

Coll 353.5800
Visit Online

Management Inc.
Hllbdak Ipts.
1082 Fairvieu Vve
1 & 2 bdrms/ IbdrmTwnh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
An Condition Washer/Dryers in
2/3 bdrm./tnternei specials
Carports/BGSI Bus Shuttle

Management Inc.
Heinisltc

7I0N Enterprise
I & 2 bdrm -ipt.

Dishwasher/GarbageDisposal
\ ( toasher. Dryei in -1 bdrms
Free Internet/Walk 10 Campus

Management Inc.
403 405 S. Church
2 bdrm Apl' " hdnn |\\nh
I bath/ close to downtown

Management rue.
215E.POC
Eft I bdrm/2bdrms
Starling ai v>\ mo
Laundr) on site
IS minute walk to campus
HGSl Bus Route
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Pope: Judas a traitor
Mass comes one
week alter new clots
released to public
ROME (API Pope Benedict XVI
yesterday recounted ihe Biblical
betrayal ol lesus bj ludas, calling
ihe apostle a double-crasser foi
whom "money was more iinpnr
lain than communion with lesus.
more important than God and
his love."
Benedk Is (radidonal depiction
lit ludas came during his I Inly
rhursda) homily, a week aftei
ihe release nl anancienl Egyptian
i upiii lexi dubbed the "Gospel
nl ludas," in which ludas is portrayed mil as lesus' betrayer hui
as his confldani who was doing
his will by handinghimovertohis
enemies to becrudfied.
I li >l\ Thursdaj marks me start
ol a series ol solemn ceremonies

in the Catholic ( hutch In which
the faithful relive lesus suffering, crucifixion and death - and
then Ins resurrection on I astei
Sunday
I hiring the service, Ihe holy
lather humbly washed the feet nl
IJ men. re-enacting lesus1 washing nl his apostles' leei during the
l.isi Suppei and saying the ad
cleansed the "filth" of mankind

Plinio lepri AP Photo

FAITH: Pope Benedict XVI holds
the Holy Stall as he celebrates
the Chrismal Mass.

Wasil still plans to be involved
ELECTION. FROM PAGE 1

purlers ol l.inle and kulhis. Ihe
president and vice presidentelects shared a big smile and a
hearty hug.
In second place, linr Wasil.
co-chair nl College Republicans,
.mil i held Howard losi by 152
\oles Though he said il was ion
soon lo sav how much he would
he involved with USG next year,
Wasil has no intention of abandoning his campaign platforms,
"I'll Mill press lor ihe things I
wanted on ihe agenda," he said
As for thud place candidates
Pedro Machado ami Andrew
Wuebold, who were 56 votes
behind second place, they II leave

ihe course of IISOs aclion next
M'.H up in ihe elected president
and vice-president
"since i wasn't elected, i wonl
have any power," Machado said
ol his involvement next year in
main campaign goals. "I will let
students talk to ihe president thai
they elected"
At 2,059, thevotei turnout was
higher this year than usual. \lex
Wright, the 2004-2005 USG presi
dent who also finished second in
last years election, said lllis was
Ihe Ills! rime turnout had lopped
2,000 over the past several years
Sludcnl voters showed they
..Hidby votingand iISGsenators
showed theft support by attend
ing ihe announcement and sup

Cataracts, which will also
plague more than half of
menopause, when the quality Americans by age HO, occur
of tears changes as estrogen when the protein located in
levels drop, one in 12 women small hags comes out of the
e\es natural solution. Ihe
suiter from this condition.
"Ory eyes affects about lens gradually become cloudy
91) percent of women and 10 and opaque, making it hard
percent of men,'' said Molly for victims to realize they
Ryan-Fisher, communica- have cataracts,
tions coordinator of Prevent
University students, like
Shauniin.i lily, freshman,
Blindness Ohio.
Symptoms of the condition were concerned upon learning
include, but are not limited to, about the new report
blurred vision, light sensidt n\
lily said she plans to
and sensation of Itchlness ot lake heller care other e\es
irritation in the eye. Impaired as a result.
vision may result if the disease
"Now that I am aware, I'm
is not treated.
gonna try to stay healthy
Women are also impacted and lit and wear UV protecby other eye diseases, such as tion when outdoors," she
glaucoma and cataracts.
said, adding she had no idea
According in ihe National women were at such a high
Women's Health Web site. risk for eye problems.
glaucoma affects nearly three
Brujic said it's important that
million people — only half of all Americans, including men,
who know they have it.
get theii eves checked regularlirujic said glaucoma occurs ly to avi nil eye diseases, such as
when die w.ilei like fluid in glaucoma and cataracts, from
your eye. which provides oxy- sneaking up on them.
gen and nutrients to the lens
There are definitely a lot of
and cornea, flows more slowlv issues with ihe eyes," lirujic
out of the eye, causing pres- said. "11 you have questions,
sure to build.
talk to your eye care provider,
"It pressure is too high. and make sure you tell them all
this causes loss of peripheral the problems you are having."
vision." he said.
lie urged students to make
lirujic admits it the condi- sure their doctors are doing all
tion isn't caught early enough, they can lo keep their patients
it could spread and cause tolal as heallhy as possible.
vision loss.
In addition to regular eye
"Il can he treated with exams, Prevent Blindness
medication or eye drops lo Ohio also suggests women eat
lower Ihe pressure." he said, healthfully.stay lit. wear uv
adding since there aren'i am eye protection and know their
symptoms, people usually family histories.
learn they have Ihe disease
Editor's Note: For more
later in life.
information, visit Ihe Prevent
Ihe \WII also reported Blindness Ohio Web site at
Cataracts affect more than 20 wwtupbohh.org, or call HOOmillion Americans over It).
301-2020.
EYES. FROM PAGE 2

\s a choir's In inn titled M lohn

Lateran Basilica in Rome, Benedia
poured water from a golden \.ise
ovei each ol Ihe men's leel .mil
scrubbed each one dry in an ail
of humility and service
In his homily, Benedict said
lesus washed his disciples' leel
10 purify them so they could join
him ai ihe Last Supper, ihe meal
which the faithful believe Jesus
shared with his apostles before he
was betrayed by his apostle ludas
and i rucified.

Glaucoma, dry eyes
strike older women

porting the future leaders.
Sen. CandclarinOisiilla. junior,
said he would've been satisfied
with any three ol the candidates
'Anyone can do a i;ood joh as
long as they pnl iheii mind in it."
he said
\s president-elect, i ittles Bra
oidei ol liusiness was in make a

very Important phone call
"I already called my mom," he
said
Hui he and kulhis are ready In

stan planning now. soon, they'll
need to hire their executive boatd
.mil cabinet \ml this summer
they'll talk In new students at orientation, as well as talk lo administrators about ihe coming year.
"Ueaieieadv." Little said

Some RAs forced to deal with problem floors
DORM LIFE. FROM PAGE 1

he said. "Sometimes il feels like
a 24-hour a day job and sometimes il isalol easiei than that."
doll, who worked lire fourth
limn from lanuary 2004-May
2005, said the only problem was
his floor and homework always
seemed lo demand ihe mosi
attention at the same time,
"Often limes ihe worst
incidents on the floor coincided with ihe husirsi times,"
he said. " I hal was ihe main
source ol siu-sv
In terms ol i ule breaking and
crime, (»oll said he would mil he
surprised il the flooi was oneol
the WOTS! on campus. I le came
lo the floor midyear and was
ihe only HAioi 40residents.

Only hope: Community
control
Despite the hefty challenge,
l,oil dug in and did even more
work than was required ol him.

lie did ihe extra wink in the
light io build community on
a flooi thai was inn nl' control
when he moved in.
Building community is con
sidered to he ihe major part ot
an RA's joh. as \uk i lennessy,
associate director lor ihe Office
ol Residence Lite, pointed out.
Hennessy supervises nearly
all residence hall stall, including

all K.H RAs.
lie said il IIAs gei residents
involved in their community
they won't "want to damage thai
community, Itheyl want to con
tribute toil In a positive way and
be a meaningful partol ii"
lor (".oil, building community meant connecting with
his residents and listening to
their complaints, concerns and
questions h also meant cleaning up vomit and overflowing
toilets, Multiple limes.
II someone on his Hour left
a mess in ihe bathroom, doll
(leaned u up because he didn't
warn to wail for the i ustodianto

the people living it."
But despite such efforts by RAs
to gel their floors involved, some
students just don't care about
other's rights, other's property,
or ihe University.
"Therefore, ihe aspect of living in a community doesn't realty mean very much lo them."
Ileiiiiess\ said.

Benefits/ Limitations
I he challenge of building a
community on a lloor are just
one ol main lacing It \s. Some
may he surprised thai RAs
receive less than S9,150ayearin
room, board food technology
and stipend compensation.
the figure comes oui to about
SITU every two weeks, or the
income ol a person working 35
hours a week at ST pay.
The only cash RAs receive,
however, comes from their S500
a semester stipend, which supplies them with about S2."> spend
ing cash every two weeks, this
stipend increases $100 every yeai
the student is an RA.
The rest ol RAs compensation
comes in the form of a free, single
loom loi ihe year, ihe minimum
meal plan, and having residence
life pay their technology ice
Former McDonald ISA Melanie
< iiinphcll. as well as several oilier
I! \s Interviewed, was happy with
die compensation she received,
with one exception: She would

come the next day.

I le didn't have to clean il.
He did il because he wauled his Moor io respei i their
community.
I chose to because I didn't
want lo ruin my residents'
experience. I didn't warn them
lo have lo wade through voinil
oi toilet water to use ihe restroom," he said. "I didn't want
one pel son on ihe lloor In ruin

everyone's night."
\nd as former McDonald RA
foe Churpek echoed, having a
clean floor can he essential lo
community development
"I I hcrci tends to be a correlation between the dirtier floors
and the worst behaved," he said.
"I think ihe nicer your floors are
the lieilei \ou will Ireal il and

Goodbye Winter, Hello Spring!
f

Rah smmr car Us mowed a*m mto!
Oil Change
Tires
Battery

I'm not helping
But nol all RAs care about
helping the students on their
lloor. According to Campbell
and others, some are rarely on
their lloor.
" I'here an- some RAs that you
know are good with discipline
hut they .ire mil visible on die
lloor and they will slay in their
room with their door shut." she
said. "I hear these people sa\
things thai would imply thai diey
really don't care, [here are some
out there."
Hennessy said ihat not all of
his RAs are going lo he perfect,
despite how much he wishes and

tries to make sure they are
"On occasion there are sometimes staff members that maybe
don'i do as much programming
as they should he doing." he said
"I don'i think it's very common
ai all."
Campbell said at least one
RA friend others left her position alter ihe work became
too much.
\n RA on O'Brien's floor also
left mid-year,
When RAs tail lo fulfil] their
responsibilities and possibly
contribute to crime anil oilier
problems on a floor, it's usually
because they're swamped with
other work for school, according
lo Hennessy.
Another problem with RAs is
when their lifestyles conflict with
the responsibilities of their positions. They're expected to he role
models for residents, and showing up drunk at 3 a.m. may lie a
bad idea.
"You can't mix liusiness with
pleasure," doll said.
(lampbeil was one of those RAs.
While she never had a problem
fulfilling the duties on her lloor,
she said she was nevei asked to
speak to a Supervisor concerning
her work, until she violated the
student codeol conduct
liir her, it meant no more Ix'ing
an RA.
l-or her floor it meant no more

(ampbeU.
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4,000 Scholarships
Available NOW!
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have liked to been able to have a
joh her liisi semcslei as an ItA.
RAs are not allowed lo hold a
joh dining theii lirsi semester,
and can ontyhaveacertaln number of hours after that yeai
"S2a every two weeks doesn't
even pay my cell phone hill, lei
alone anything else." she said.
Aside from financial awards,
both doll and Campbell listed
several oilier benefits of licing an
RA, including leadership, communication and lime management skills.
they also made greal hiends,
ami felt a great sense of pride in
influencing others' lives,
"I fell a goal sense of accomplishment at helping people
overcome problems," GoD said.

'24 HOUR TOWING

2025 Victory Lane
Bowling Green, OH

419-352-0387
All major credit cards accepted.

t-VI

Prerequisite:
♦ Acudmic Success
♦ Modest Financial Seed
♦ Commitment to Community Service
♦ H Hours per week of Community service
required for Spring Semester
To Apply
http://boohtore.bgsu.edu and click on the
"Undergraduate Engagement Scholarships" link
Or call 419/372-2851 for complete details!
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Sex toys
giveSvake
up call'
to students

They're hosting " Pest
A*wSic on Campus " Competition

By Emily Rlppe
REPORTER

Masturbation is gross, immoral and not something to be
discussed in a school newspaper or on a college campus.
That's what a loud handful
of people would like us

to believe,

But attitudes toward masturbation tire quickly changing as people are starting to
believe that it is safe natural
and educational.
"As we mature culturally
and age wise, masturbation
has become accepted as part
of human nature,'' said former
assistant manager of The
Shed. ZiggyWilliamson. "It's
becoming something that isn't
a big deal anymore.''
Of course masturbation
remains a controversial topic
among certain groups, and
there is the never-ending conflict of what should lie taught
in sex education programs.
"I don't know why abstinence is taught in school, and
(hey completely disregard
masturbation as a viable
alternative to sex," said senior
Laura Zawistowsld "It would
IK' great if they taught out of
The Guide to Getting It On,'
which tells you everything
you need to know about sex.
masturbation, toys and lotsof
other valuable information
for teens."
Ashley Pair is a BGSU Peer
Educator who strives to publicize issues concerning relationships, sex. body image and
other relatahle topics.
"Ibis campus needs to wake

^y
ThlS bond has plaCcd in
the top zz> bands uast
lAcar they made it to
the top ©'
This is Otto Vector.
One or the band
members is a grad
student

Illustrations hy Stephanie Gciigm

and Dan Myers BGN»s

The winner gets a record
deal with these big dogs
AfJP a video with mtvU

Mouln'
on
up
with
mtull
Detroit-based band battles for video, record deal

up to the fact mat we are all
adults and what we do with
our bodies and partners in a
consensual manner is healthy
and normal.'' lair said.
As part of lair's "wake up
call" to campus, she organized
a campus-wide discussion
last year focusing on safe sex,
STls and communication for
healthy relationships.
following the discussion,
a sex toy party with a I'urc
Romance consultant was open
to till females interested in
learning alxml what pleasures
their Ixxlies.
The popularity of sex toy
parties may lx1 astounding
to your grandma but I'urc
Romance has re|>oiicd that
their consultants work an average of thrce events per week,
liiir knew the rules for having a sex toy party on campus.
Rule number one: you must
be at least 18 years of age to

C ilaset thinks they have a good shot at winning
it all this year
"I think we do. I mean the amount ol people
we have veiling for us, friends and t.nis, I'm
pretty confident that yes we do," he said.

sometime in the future, I hey played at last
year's Dance Marathon, winning the battle ol
Here in Ohio there's a little saying that most
the bands.
college football fans are fond of. While unfit
Bui in a college town that features mostly
for print, it generally implies thai Ohioan:
"college rock'' acts it may. be a while before that
couldn't (are less about anything from the slate
Hut when < Ilaset and Lemanik first started happens again.
messing around with a synthesizer, creating
of Michigan.
"It's kind of hard to break Into the scene
But now Otto Vector, a Detroit-based elec- music inspired by video games and cannons, down here because- we're noi like a lot of bands
tronic rock band, has given people south of the they didn't expect ii to be anything more than a playing around here. I verybod) is jusi used to
border a reason to rethink that sentiment.
fun waj to pass the time
guitar driven n >ck. (Ilaset said.
\\e were |ust screwing around," Lemanik
Founded at Eastern Michigan Universit)
It may be true thai vector's frantic elet
about three years ago by Mike Sonic'' Glaser said. "We gol together and made music we ironic beats may seem more at home at
and Andrew "Ginseng" Lemanik, Otto vfectoi thought was funny," he said.
Skyhar than at Howards ot Nate and W'ally's
Soon they would feel the need to play some bin there is something about their music thai
mixes heavy heats, electronic funk, catch)
pop. melodic vocals and a rock sensibil- of their "joke* music live.
is unmistakabl) rock.
ity to create some of the most unique music
They enlisted the talents ol keyboardist
Inspired bj such bands as No Doubt, Duran
William
Daviddi
and
drummer
Davici
Lee
and
available today
Duran and Berlin, DUO 'Actor leaves listeners
pondering
vvhclhei ihcv should break OUt the
For the second straight year. Otto Vector has began playing shows. Soon after, vocalist Renee
made it into the top 25 bands in mtvlJ's "Best Miller would sign on to complete the Otto glow slicks or stan head banging - and both
Music On Campus" competition. The winner of vectoi sound.
would be appropriate
(ilaser, now a graduate student at BGSU, said
(.laser, who is studying music composition,
the contest gets a record deal with Drive-Thru
Records and a video on mtvU.
that while most ol their gigs are In Detroit
Last year they made it into the top live, and
he hopes to play in Howling Green again
OTTO VECTOR.PAGE 8
By Matt Entrup
REPORTER
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Locals experience a HugeWorlcT taste
By Chelci Howard
REPORTER

"So, what's this obsession aixnil
music?" a man many refer to as
"Papa" proclaimed as hedminmcd
his fingers in syncopation with his
next door neighbor's wind chimes.
"You can't eat it and you can't
wear it.
"It's the same 12 notes just in different combinations and sounds,"
Papa added, "but yet, it's so powerful that it encourages some
people to act in cenain ways, like
dye their hair black and wear dark
makeup, that's why music is so
powerful."
It's arguable that Bowling Green
has a better live scene than anywhere else in Northwest Ohio.
What are the premises for this
claim? We are home to I luge World

Project, a band full of accomplished musicians with influences from such vast and vibrant
genres as electric bluegiass and
classic rock.
I lugeWorld Project will be playing twice this weekend at Howard's
Club II and will consequently lie
recording their live album. "You'll
Never Hear this In Toledo," on
Sunday to an all ages audience,
Tony
Papavasilopoulos,
referred to by many as "Tony
Papa," conveyed motions of
excitement when talking about
tire upcoming shows and the
live album, the tongue-in-cheek
title of which also comes with a
humored explanation.
"W'c decided to do a live show
because (he effort is a raw sound.
There is more energy and spon-

taneity during an on-the-spot
recording. It captures those little
quirks thai a Studio album can't

capture," Papa said
"As for the title — it's just a
common phrase around here.
Toledo is just rcallv not ready lor
our sound"
HugcW'orld Project, which is
comprised of Papa, lead singer
and guitar Mohont. bass and
sitar and l-Ji Vazquez, drums and
backing vocals, was binned from
a mutual respect for the craft of
professional musicianship and
a little help from HG Music and
Sound, which is where all three
members teach, l-ven though
the project will lie entering its
second war of existence in June.
HugeWbrld Project has become a
staple ill the local scene and has

gathered a strong fan base thanks
to their unique sound and their
new street learn.
"Things in the music business are changing so last that it's
important to keep up and not
wear yourself out. We are handpicking our shows and dales
carefully, for example, lax day
and Easter," Papa slid." We have
new Pit people and a street team
who does undeiground promotions and it has really bellied out
and boosted show attendance a
lot. They have allowed us to focus
on the important thing which is
the music."
In addition. New York-bred
band Devola will be opening for
HugcW'orld. which is something
thai Papa feels the show's attendees will truly enjoy.

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT VVWW.BfiNEWS.COM/PULSE

'Devola is a completely different
sounding band than we arc," Papa
said They have a female lead
singer and they tour a lot. We all
met when we played at a \< >M< i
show in lanuarv and we developed a relationship. They have
lxvn persistent in trying to play a
show with us. so these shows will
be a really good experience for
Ixith of us."
On Saturday, the concert
begins at 10 p.m. and is 18 and up.
Sundays show, which will also be
the recording of "You'll never hear
tills in Toledo." begins at 7 p.m.
and is open to all ages. A S5 cover
will lx' collected at the door.
HugeWbrid Project, according
to Papa, is really excited to do an
HWP. PAGE 8
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IN THE LIFE OF

A CAMPUS PATROLMAN
By Nick Carrabine
RtPORTCI

While some Students choose to
i uli- their hikes around campus
on the sidewalks, lercmy Dairies,
campus patrolman, prefers to ride

his bike on the steps,
"*l am a hike officer 100, BO WE
have t" work on agility and riding down the steps. Davies said.
"While training in Dayton, we hail
In riik' down a set of 27 steps in

order to pass our test"
Davies. who lias Ixx-n working
.is an on-eaiiipns patrolman tin
about two and a half years now,
has had plenty of experience prior
to ji lining the squad On campus.
He worked for (he lima police
department anil was their crime
prevention officer.
"I didn't get to handle a gun or
anything." lie said. "Basically my
job was to document gang graffiti and we also went to peoples
houses that were burglarized and
111111 to show (hem the proper
steps to avoid being burglarized

in the future."
After working in lima, Davies
worked as a corrections officer at
the Marion Correctional Institute
and then Started working al
the University
lust like any Other job Davies
had (o complete a lot ol training ti i
gel where he is today. I'irsl he hail
to go through Ohio Police Officers
[raining Association, which evay
law officer has to do in Ohio. I le
then had to complete the threemonth field training Operation
program which is separated
into three phases which include

geography; law enforcemem
and application.

Electronic
band hopes
for a win today
OTTO VECTOR, fROM PAGE 7
hopes to (urn (his into a fullIn ne job once he graduates.
I really enjoy doing the
whole hand, (he production
of it. writing the songs," he
said. "It's just a really fun thing
to do and it would be nice to
do it as a (areei," he said.
Voting for the top 10 bands
in the mtvii competition
ended ycsicrday, so Claser
will soon know if he's made it
to the next level.
Mulleins can log on to
hitp://bestniusiconcanipiis
com in listen to 0((o Veclor
and all of (he oilier bands in
the contest as well as vote for
(heir favorites.
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Nick Carrabine BG Nt'ivs

PATROLLING ten i
patrolman: He has ,

in, says he prefers to ride his bike on the steps. Davies has plenty of experience working as a
larimenl and at the Marion Correctional Institute before starting his career at the University.

"Once we in
mil on our own bu
lows IIS in m il
doing (he job righl
that we are d
trained to do,"
Davies likes i
because he
leienl and it
old thing.

o typical day oi work
lid "Everyday brings
'

I he environment
ii kl\ and vou have

. had a lot of unique
nil, being a pafjol■ ii.i surprised
i, in law enforcement

for eleven years now and I haw
seen a lot" he said. "Before coming hero I saw a kid with a hammer going through his head and
I had seen an elderly lady who
was lying in her lied after being
stabbed to death. I have been
around so many different places
and everywhere you go brings
something different"

Davies particularly likes working at the University because of
those reasons.
The best pan of my job is the
diversity," he said. "The different
type of calls and the different type
of people that I get to deal with."
As far as calls go, Davies says
that roughly the average officer
responds to around 51)0 to 535

'Girly Stomp' runs radio
KTTunslall explodi
worldwide with
in folk and pop m

vho describes herppie who believes
veral differ■ lities IIK Iodine, Kent

At the age ol
come lo mala
a Irving, op and cotni
songwrhei KI iniisi
\eaiiv foul '•> are
i
solids.iicin hi
radio; she has i, i ide
sion appearano
extensively, m
Europe and ihi !
Nol bad lot a wo n in
Bes her music as "l lirl
With a sound i il
rooted in foil
appeal ol pop
in make a i are
in a business wl
"So much mon ; i
female |musi
Her musk ro

hack In I ife, -i
was raised bj
who owned in
a television II

in her life thai mothei who tokl
father was a folk musk iai
aije of 6 she SUUl
classiiallv trained in
flute.AtI5,shi .
writinghei own si
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In sight she HIPPIE LOVE: KT Tunstall. who describes herself as a 'hippie who
lUlsic as "heals believes in love,' successfully writes her music from her frustrations.
ml dog."
about Ix'ing nominated for die
nil lailiii attempts
she anticipated
"It's never gonna he what you awards, "I do what I think is
the musk indusd lol ondon, BnaSy expect," she said. "You have to good." She later added dial il was
i ■' orddealandwassel keep an open mind and allow " A real highlight |of her career! to
be recognized in that way."
i hei debut album, "Bye people lo give you advice."
I i ope" with 1111 \ew
Tunsiall has been riding a wave
Next up for Tunstail is the
ol sin cess with her album peaking release of a 10-track acoustic
i er, Sti veOsboume,
to nidge a producer at \o. It in the U.K. and raoetViDg album, thai was recorded in one
u said, "lies done three- lirit Awards nominations, day OK an island in Scotland
!'. male rock [In the pasii including Best British live All, entitled, "Acoustic Kxlruvagan/ii,"
q .: masculinity to liritisli Breakthrough Act and Best which is set lo lie released on
11 male British Solo Artist.
May 15, followed by more
K not thedebtii allinm
"I don't give a shit" she said extensive touring.

SUMMERTIME
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Bowling Green
natives return
for all ages
HWP, FROM PAGE 7

innecrJcut, where
By Marl Manning
H F p0 s

calls per year. Most of the calls
are either a blue light going on
around campus, burglar alarms,
fire alarms or assault, but they
have to be ready for anything
"My job can go from me just
doing some crime prevention
talks to taking statements from
rape victims at the hospital," he
said. "You name it, we do it."
Besides working in law enforcement, Davies enjoys carpentry
and has just built a bouse in I lenry
County near IX'fiance, Ohio. He
also likes to "work and tinker
on things."
The patrolman describes himself as easy going and says he usually lets stuff roll off of his back. I le
thinks tlie most important tiling is
having fun at work.
"I like to have a good time with
what I do, I think it is Important to
have fun with your job.' he said." If
you aren't having fun, then you are
not doing anyone service or keeping (hem safe."
One thing that might grind
Davies' gears is people who
act without thinking about
their consequences.
"Working at the correctional
institute, I met people who had
gotten drunk and then later killed
a person with dieir car because
they weren't thinking" he said.
And Davies offers one piece of
advice for everyone.
"I think that it is imponant that
everyone has to lake the good with
die bad," he said "Once in a while
you have to step liack anil look
around and take a deep breath
and make sure (hat what you are
doing is not going to cause danger
to you or anyone else."

Phone
Directory

We are looking for account executives
to sell for the
BGSU telephone directory.
■ Great pay potential
• Flexible Hours
• Bonus Incentives
• May - August
• Valuable Sales Experience
' Must have own Car *

all-ages show, because all of the
members have younger students
and want them to experience
a show.
"\Ve all teach music and our students have been asking lo come
lo shows for a while," Papa said.
" We wauled to do an all -ages show
because we want the younger
crowd ti i sec what we are teaching
them live and in action."
More
information
on
I liigeYYoriil Project can be found
at their MySpace page, www.
niyspace.com/theliiigevvorklprojeet or their YVeb site, www.hugevvorlilprojeci.com.
P.tpa encouraged anyone who
has a passion for music and likes
creative,
thought-provoking
sound lo attend either one of the
shows diis weekend.
"If TOO want to see a band diat
has perfect synergy between three
people, then you need to come
see us. All three of us have such
a different, wide net of Influences that lor us to come together
and create something thai is still
evolving, is powerful.'' Papa said.
"Music is an art and is always in
a slate of constant change One
night something might sound
completely different than another
night because of a lot of factors,
and it's not dial die band is inconsistent, it'sthat they are passionate
and honest, and feel die music,"

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $670.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $670.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
232 Lehman - 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit
3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$620.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007.

House For Rent
614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $840.00 per month,
deposit $840.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.
806 Scott Hamilton - 3BR, study room, 2 baths.
Has washer and dryer. Limit 3 people. $1,200.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

For more information call 372-0430 or email twhitma@bgnet.bgsu.edu

RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. W00STER ST. (across from Taco Bell)

DEADLINE APRIL 17th

Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 to 4:30
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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Versatility found in design
Video game designers
find their jobs can
entail many things
By Lincoln Stanley
REPORTER

TOM BETHANY
SOPHOMORE
By Mkt Robinson
«EP0m R
This week, the Pulse checks the
vitals of Tom Bethany, the USG
senator for Rodgers I lull.
What is your official title and
what do you do? 1 am the
Senator from Rodgers and I
have been working on a couple
of things like the USG archive,
city relations and other fun
things.
What does your job entail?
Talking to constituents, going
to Rodgers I lall Council meetings and just being open to
what other people have to say. I
try to make sure that the voice
of the students is heard.
What is your favorite part of the
job? Definitely working with
other I JS( I senators. We're a
good bunch.
What is your major? Political
science with a new minor in
history.
What have you been working
on this semester? We are still .
working with the bookstore on
the sweatshop labor issue and
the archive is nice and neat
and well labeled. We created
a Gty/Community Relations
Board to improve relations
with the city and that has been
going welL I am also involved
with Dance Marathon. Its does
a lot of good for the kids and it's
an amazing experience and the
line dance of course.
What do you like to do with your
free time? I like to swim and
hang out with my good Mends.
Who are some of your favorite
musical artists? Fallout Boy, The
Format. Say Anything, but I've
been going tlirough a Kanyc
West phase, I'm not gonna lie
What in your past has prepared
you to be a USG Senator?
Nothing realty. I lall Council last
year, I suppose. Sometimes you
just randomly join things and
see if it works and it totally did.
USG is amazing.

What do you plan on doing for a
career? Why are you majoring
in political science? 1 plan on
going to law school. I'm a political science major because I
like government and just being
involved.
Oo you want to eventually practice law, or become a politician?
I'm too honest for politics but 1
might be a lawyer.
What is it that you like about
law? II u' ability to create,
change. I'm used to complaining a lot until things get done,
so it's a natural fit.
Where are you from, and what
are your plans for the summer? 1 am from Cleveland.
For the Summer, I'm staying
here and working for Summer
Conference Programs and taking some classes.
What are summer conference
programs? There are conferences that come here over the
summer and use die facilities.
We make sure they have a great
stay.
What is unique about you?
Two of my friends started a
Facebook group called "Tomas
Bethany is out of control." The
group is about my clumsiness.
If you could be a bee what kind
of tree would you be? A tree that
had a lot squirrels. They're fun
to watch. Or maybe a Maple.
Hopefully, a Maple with squirrels.
What does USG have coming up
for next year, and are you planning to be involved? Absolutely,
USG will tackle any issue that
students bring up Students
shouldn't rely on us to know
what needs to be changed;
students need to bring issues
to our attention so we can help
them.
What are you planning on running for next year? At large
senator. I would represent the
whole campus
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There are many ways to leave
your mark on the world.
Some do it through books or
plays. Some do it through film
or television. And yet others do
it through one of the newest
and most interactive mediums:
video games.
Inhan lenga, the lead designer
of the upcoming "Age of Conan"
lor I'd. decided to choose
the latter.
As a student working on his
master thesis, he found luck
with a job at I'uncom. located
in Norway, when his friend told
him they were recruiting for the
customer service department.
"1 decided to send them an
application, as I never believed
I would lie picked. Three hours
later a lady from Funcom's IIR

department called me," Tonga
said. "1 answered them and 20
hours later I got a job offer."
Tenga's stay in the customer
service department would be
a short one, however. When
the lead designer relocated
to the United Stales, Tenga
said he was promoted to his
current position.
Tonga's job is a varied one. In
any one day he can move from
planning and tracking to writing
system designs and Implementing content
these varied lasks myv he lire
favorite part of his job.
"My favorite must be my versatile working tasks." he said
His least favorite aspect of his
job is the sheer amount of work
he has todo
"I have luis of meetings to
attend, 17 designers to lead and
tons of things to coordinate,"
Tenga said. "But then again
that is both the beaut] and
the beast of being a lead for a
huge project"

Tenga's work day begins with
meetings, which continue for a
good portion of his mornings.
These are held to track ever)
one's progress and to address
any issues that may come up
during the development process.
At around 10:20 a.m.. according to lenga, "The real work day
Marls." I nun here he schedules
any more meetings that need to
he held, does task management
and produces any content or
system designs that need done.
This fast-paced world is a difficult one lo break into, according to lenga.
"We get hundreds of applications for every position we seek,"
he explained. I here are a lot of
people out there who dream of
becoming a game developer."
Tenga does recommend some
basic classes to take for those
interested in pursuing ihis as
a career.
"Working with balancing
requires lots of math and statistics while working on story and

quests require writing and a creative mind," he said. "Due thing
I prefer, though, is to hire people
wilh a technical mind."
His advice is to try to get a
support or Q&A position first
since most companies recruit
designers this way.
If game design is in your
future, prepare tbi acareerwhere
change is the norm.
According to lenga. the online
aspects of main games have
become more important as the
years have passed.
He has seen a trend
since the release of WOW
— or World of Wan-raft — that
emphasizes casual play over
hardcore action.
"I don't think a super hardcore
game like the original F.Q would
work on today's market," he said.
"But again, that is my opinion."
More info on I uncom can be

found at Funcom.com. You can
also find out about Tenga's latest
game, "The Age of Conan," at

Ageofconan.com.

Masturbation is now more accepted
TOYS. FROM PAGE 7
attend.
Rule number two: men and
women are both pennitted to
attend the educational talk, but
men are asked to leave before the

sex toy party begins,
These parties are empowering women and allowing them to
be more comfortable with their
bodies," Fail said. It's against
Pure Romance's policy to have
men present.'
Williamson understood how
sex toy parties could
empower women.
"Certain things in life an1
empowering by the fact that it'-.
centered around one gender," he
said. "Sex toy parties arc a way for
women to bond."
Hole number three comes
from the Student I landbocik:
solicitation in University residences is not permitted.
Fair explained that no one was
obligated to buy any products.

"As the hostess of die party I
am given bonuses for anyone
who makesaptircha.se, bin I forfeited these rights in the attempt
to get people to come, simply to
be educated,'' Fair said.

The event was to take place
in a secure environment, where
people who were not attending
could not see anything,
Fair had the support of the
Founders hall director and e\ ety
thing was set to take place the
week before spring break.
"I wanted ixtiple to understand die importance of slaying
safe during spring break," Fair
said.'Why go out and find a
random person when you have a
fun and safe time by yourself?"
Unfortunately, the flyers for
the event were torn down three
hours after they were posted
Fair was accused of not being
mindful of the aforementioned
regulations.
"I had supporting evidence for
every attack on my program,"

Trinity United
Methodist Church

II .'"■('miwiiftmin
Servt, c
200 North Summit SUM
BotthnBOnxn. Oho 43402-3527
Phone 4I9-353403I
fox41945>Sl9l
I -m.nl mniU (LWOtCttM]

Fair said "Which were soft nation, corrosion and liability
rules."
The same week of the cancelled sex toy party, a group of Girl
Scouts were selling their products
in l-ounders' front lobby.
"It highly bothered me that they
were grabbing you as you walked
to and from class, asking you to
buy their cookies in an extremely
corrosive manner," Fair said.
"Who says no' to a
little- kid?"
It seemed as if then' was a hidden reason for discontinuing the
sextoj party.
"I asked if it was not the content of the product that was in
question, and was assured dial it
had nothing to do vvidi the nature
of sex toys," lair said, "I did learn
diat I could have my party anyway, in a dorm room, as it was not
public property any more."
IWsprogram reached the cars
of over 20 guests in attendant e.
and she is planning another sex

toy parry lor next year.
Zawbtowdd recalled her first
and only experience at a sex
toy party
"It was last year in I lanna I lall.
on campus," Zawistowsk) said.
"There were around 12 of us and
we got to test out a lot of the products, like die lotions and sprays."
/.iwtstowski stated that she did
not feel any pressure to buy the

products,
It was all optional, and the
consultant was not pushy at all."
With any luck. I an will have the
same opportunity as ZawistowskJ,
and net message wiD no) be
ignored.

Sex toys allow for more information about oneself because
if you don't know what you find
pleasurable; how can your partner
know what vou want"''
It seems like then' will be a
happy ending toi lair and women
everywhere who enjoy exploring
their bodies,

Semester Leases
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GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717
445 E. WOOSTER
www.greenbriarrentals.com

The Craze of College Campus

The BG News is now
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•Reporters
• Web Staff
•Staff Editors
• Copy Editors
• Opinion Columnists „
•Photographers
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•GraphicDesigners
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Properties Co.

Houses That Feel Like Homes
www. pr 9fmrrmdprop9rti91co.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Run Aprs.
• Mini Mall Apts.
• Piedmont "Under Renovation" • Triplex
• Updated Birchwood
• House*

• Applications are available in 210 or 204
West Hall.
• Interviews will begin week of April 17.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.

* small pets allowed
See our website o*
call for more details

GRCAT
AFFORDABLl
RATCSI

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

Questions or further information? Contact The B6 News
at thenews@bgnews.com
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF

A CAMPUS PATROLMAN
By Nick Canjtune
REPORTER
While some students choose to
ride their bikes around campus
on the sidewalks, leremy Davies,
campus patrolman, prefers to ride
his bike on tile steps.
"1 am a bike officer too, so we
have to work on agility and riding down the steps," Itavies said.
"While training in Dayton, we had
to ride down a set of 27 steps in
order to pass our test"
Davies, who has been working
as an on-campus patrolman for
about two and a half years now,
has had plenty of experience prior
to joining the squad on campus.
He worked for the IJma police
department and was their crime
prevention officer.
"I didn't get to handle a gun or
anything," he said. "Basically my
job was to document gang graffiti and we also went to people's
houses that were burglarized and
tried to show them the proper
steps to avoid being burglarized
in the futureAfter working in lima. Davies
worked as a corrections officer at
the Marion Correctional Institute
and then started working at
the University.
lust like any other job, Davies
had to complete a lot of training to
get where he is today. First he had
to go through Ohio Police Officers
Training Association, which every
law officer has to do in Onto. He
then had to complete the threemonth Held Training Operation
program which is separated
into three phases which include
geography, law enforcement
and application.

Electronic
band hopes
for a win today
OTTO VECTOR, FROM PAGE 7

hopes to turn this into a fulltime job once he graduates.
"I really enjoy doing the
whole band, the production
of it, writing the songs," he
said. "It's just a really fun thing
to do and it would be nice to
do it as a career," he said.
Voting for the top 10 bands
in the mrvU competition
ended yesterday, so Glascr
will soon know if he's made it
to the next level.
students can log on to
http://bestmusiconcampus.
com to listen to Otto Vector
and all of the other bands in
die contest as well as vote for
their favorites.

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007
Coll 353 5800
Visit Online
www.meceabg.com

Management Inc.
The Jungle

120 N. Prospect
Two 2 Ixlnns left
675/mo + Utilities
Close to Campus & Downtown

calls per year. Most of the calls
are cither a blue light going on
around campus, burglar alarms,
fire alarms or assault, but they
have to be ready for anything
"My job caa 8° fr°m me Jus1
doing some crime prevention
talks to taking statements from
rape victims at the hospital," he
said "You name it, we do it."
Besides working in law enforcement. Davies enjoys carpentry
and has just built a house in Henry
County near Defiance, Ohio. He
also likes to "work and tinker
on things."
The patrolman describes himself as easy going and says he usually lets stuff roll off of his back. He
thinks the most important thing is
having fun at work.
"1 like to have a good time with
what I do, I think it is important to
have fun with your job," he said "If
you aren't having fun. then you are
not doing anyone service or keeping them safe"
One thing that might grind
Davies' gears is people who
(
act without thinking about
their consequences.
"Working at the correctional
NKk Carrabme BGNews
institute, I met people who had
PATROLLING: Jeremy Davies, a campus patrolman, says he prefers to ride his bike on the steps. Davies has plenty of experience working as a
gotten drunk and then later killed
patrolman: He has worked in the Lima police department and at the Marion Correctional Institute before starting his career at the University.
a person with their car because
they weren't thinking" he said
And Davies offers one piece of
Davies particularly likes work[here is no typical day of woric for eleven years now and I have
"Once we complete PTII
he -.uiI "Everyday brings seen a lot." he said "Before com- ing at the University' because of advice for everyone.
oui on our own hut someone lol
"I think that it is important that
something new. Trie environment ing here I saw a kid with a ham- those reasons.
lows us to make BUR thai we are
"The best part of my job is the everyone has to take the good with
ran change quickly and you have mer going through his head and
doing the job right ai id mal
I had seen an elderly lady who diversity," he said. "1 lie different the bad," he said. "Once in a while
lo adapt toit."
that we are doing what we are
Davies has bad a lot of unique was lying in her bed after being type of calls and the different type you have to step back and look
trained to do," 11. nil s
around and take a deep breath
Davies likes being .i patrolman experience while being a patrol- stabbed to death, i have been of people that I get to deal with."
As far as calls go, Davies says and make sure that what you are
mil is not surprised around so many different places
because he says everyday is difand everywhere you go brings that roughly the average officer doing is not going to cause danger
by much,
ferent and it is neva tin same
responds to around 500 to 535 to you or anyone else"
• i have been in law enforcement something different."
old thing.
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'Girly Stomp runs radio
KTTunstall explodes
worldwide with roots
in folk and pop music
By Matt Manning
Rf PORlfR

At the age of 27, the linn' had
come to make a break and make
a living up-and-coming singer/
songwriter k I Tunsi.ill said.
Nearly four years later, KI s
songs are in beau rotation on the
radto she has made several television appearances and lias touted
extensively, making pit stops n
Europe and tin- United
Not liad for a woman win i
fies her music as"(iirly stomp
With a sound that is deeptyrooted in folk musk with the
appeal of |«>p, limstall is trying
to make a career with lot
in a business whic h iht - lyshas
"So much more pressure on the
female [musician
Her music roots can bt
hack to Fife, Scotland, where she
was raised by adoptive parents
who owned neither a stereo not
a television. It wasn't until later
in her life that she met het birth
mother, who told her d.
father was a folk musician At the
age nl <> she started to become
classically trained on piano and
flute At 15, she liegan singing and
writing her own songs.
It wasn't until age lb. when sh<
picked upberguitai and learned
to play and sing on her own.

liuwaii, who describes hera hippie who believes
in love, attended several different universities, Including Kent
School in Connecticut, where
she observed concerts by The
ful Dead and 10,000
Maniacs and formed her first
band,The Happy Campers.
She played In several different
Independent bands throughout
focusing on songwritIng and drawing her inspirain personal experiences
.i:!iirim%siichas|oni
Mitchell, Ion Reed and black,
iiiMilues singers.
1 iinstall, during the songwriting process, conducts phrases
and music at the same, she
said, adding that putting lyrics
in music later on as, "Putting a
round |>eg into a square whole."
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I let sound i.mic out of "pure
Photo Provided
irjon," nl becoming older
with no direction in sight. She HIPPIE LOVE: KT Tunstall, who describes herself as a 'hippie who
dt icribed ha music as "beats believes in love,' successfully writes her music from her frustrations.
from a junkyard dog."
she anticipated.
about being nominated for the
Mti'i several failed attempts
"It's never gonna be what you awards, "I do what 1 think is
!o make it in the music indusIrj she headed to london, finally expect," she said "\bu have to good." She later added that it was
nga record deal and was set keep an open mind and allow " A real highlight [of her career! to
be recognized in that way."
lo work on he debut album. "Rye people to give you advice."
Next up for Tunstall is the
Tunstall has been riding a wave
to the telescope" with 112/New
of success with her album peaking release of a 10-track acoustic
Onlei producer; stive(Klmunie.
"It's hard to judge a producer at No. 3 in the U.K. and receiving album, that was recorded in one
like ilia: she said "He's done three Brit Awards nominations, day on an island in Scotland
basically male rock (in the past] including Best British live Act, entitled, "Acoustic Extravaganza."
so hi' brings a masculinity to British Breakthrough Act and Best which is set to be released on
female British Solo Artist
May 15, followed by more
the music"
"I don't give a shit." she said extensive touring
Eye" was not the debut album

Two I bdrms left

Management Inc.
White Castle
610 N Main St.

3 bdrm - 2 baths
Can have up to 5 tenants
Remodeled last summer

Stop by the Office
ui 1035 N Main St.
* or check website
www.metfabg.com

.

all-ages show, because all of the
members haw younger students
and want them to experience
a show.
"Wfe all teach music and our students have been asking to come
to shows for a while," Papa said.
"We wanted to do an all-ages show
because we want the younger
crowd to see what we are teaching
them live and in action"
More
information
on
I lugeWbrld Project can be found
at their MySpace page, www.
tnyspace.com/thehugeworldproject or their Web site, wwwhugeworidproject.com.
Papa encouraged anyone who
has a passion for music and likes
creative,
thought-provoking
sound to attend either one of the
shows this weekend.
"If you want to see a band that
has perfect synergy between three
people, then you need to come
see us All three of us have such
a different, wide net of influences that for us to come together
and create something that is still
evolving, is powerful," Papa said.
"Music is an art and is always in
a state of constant change. One
night, something might sound
completely different than another
night because of a lot of factors,
and it's not that the band is inconsistent, it's that they are passionate
and honest, and feel the music."

^

SUMMERTIME

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
■ - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $670.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $670.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007

Management Inc.
Enterprise House
114 N. Enterprise
Starting at $350/mo + Utilities
Close to Campus and Downtown

Bowling Green
natives return
for all ages

i
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327 E. Evers, ffA and ffB - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

We are looking for account executives

232 Lehman
- 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit
tun
$6
3 cars. $620.00
per month plus utilities, deposit
$620.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007.

to sell for the

House For Rent

BGSU telephone directory.

Great pay potential
• Flexible Hours
Bonus Incentives
• May - August
• Valuable Sales Experience
* Must have own Car *
For more information call 372-0430 or email twhitmai»bgnet.bgsu.edu

DEADLINE APRIL 17th

614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $840.00 per month,
deposit $840.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.
806 Scott Hamilton - 3BR, study room, 2 baths.
Has washer and dryer. Limit 3 people. $1,200.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. Across Iron, T.uo Sell)
Hours Monday lo Friday 8:30 to 5 30, Satufday 8:30 to 4:30
www.johnnewloverea1eslate.com
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CHECKING YOUR
VITALS

Versatility found in design
Video game designers
find their jobs can
entail many things
By Lincoln Stanley
REPORIER

TOM BETHANY
SOPHOMORE
By Mike Robinson
REPORTER

This week, the Pulse checks the
vitals of Tbm Bethany, the USG
senator for Rodgers Hall.
What is your official title and
what do you do? 1 am the
Senator from Rodgers and 1
have been working on a couple
of things like the USG archive,
city relations and other fun
things.
What does your fob entail?
Talking to constituents, going
to Rodgers Hall Council meetings and just being open to
what other people have to say. 1
try to make sure that the voice
of the students is heard.
What is your favorite part of the
job? Definitely working with
other USG senators. We're a
good bunch.
What is your major? Political
science with a new minor in
history.

What have you been working
on this semester? We are still.
working with the bookstore on
the sweatshop labor issue and
the archive is nice and neat
and well labeled. We created
a City/Community Relations
Board to improve relations
with the city and that has been
going well. I am also involved
with Dance Marathon. Its does
a lot of good for the kids and it's
an amazing experience and the
line dance of course.
What do you like to do with your
free time? I like to swim and
hang out with my good friends.
Who are some of your favorite
musical artists? I'alloui Boy, The
Format, Say Anything, but I 've
been going through a Kanye
West phase, I'm not gonna lie
What in your past has prepared
you to be a USG Senator?
Nothing really. I lall Council last
year, 1 suppose. Sometimes you
)ust randomly join things and
see if it works and it totally did.
USG is amazing.

What do you plan on doing for a
career? Why are you majoring
in political science? I plan on
going to law school I'm a political science major because 1
like government and just being
involved.
Do you want to eventually practice law, or become a politician?
I'm too honest for politics hut I
might be a lawyer.
What is it that you eke about
taw? The ability to create,
change. I'm used to complaining a lot until tilings get done,
i natural fit.
Where are you from, and what
are your plans for the summer? 1 am from Cleveland.
For the Summer, I'm staying
here and working for Summer
i onfenOGS Programs and taking some classes.
What are summer conference
programs?There are conferences that come here over the
summer and use the facilities.
We make sure they have a great
stay.
What is unique about you?
Two of my friends started a
Facebook group called "Tbmas
Bethany is out of control." The
group Is about my clumsiness.
II you could be a tree what kind
of tree would you be? A tree that
had a lot squirrels. They're fun
to watch. Or maybe a Maple.
Hopefully, a Maple with squirrels.
What does USG have coming up
for next year, and are you planning to be involved? Absolutely.
USG will tackle any issue that
students bring up. Students
shouldn't rely on us to know
what needs to be changed;
students need to bring issues
to our attention so we tan help
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There are many ways to leave
your mark on the world.
Some do it through books or
plays. Some do it through film
or television. And yet others do
it through one of the newest
and most interactive mediums:
video games.
Johan Tenga, the lead designer
of the upcoming "Age of Conan"
for PC, decided to choose
the latter.
As a student working on his
master thesis, he found luck
witli a job at Funcom, located
in Norway, when his friend told
him they were recruiting for the
customer service department.
"I decided to send them an
application, as I never believed
I would be picked. Three hours
later a lady from Funcom's HR

department called me," Tenga
said. "I answered them and 20
hours later I got a job offer."
Tenga's stay in the customer
service department would be
a short one, however. When
the lead designer relocated
to the United States, Tenga
said he was promoted to his
current position.
Tenga's job is a varied one. In
any one day he can move from
planning and tracking to writing
system designs and implementing content.
These varied tasks may be the
favorite part of his job.
"My favorite must be my versatile working tasks," he said.
His least favorite aspect of his
job is the sheer amount of work
lie has to do.
"I have lots of meetings to
attend, 17 designers to lead and
tons of tilings to coordinate,"
Tenga said. "But then again
that is both the beauty and
the beast of being a lead for a
huge project."

Tenga's work day begins with
meetings, which continue for a
good portion of his mornings.
These are held to track everyone's progress and to address
any issues that may come up
during the development process.
At around 10:20 a.m., according to Tenga, "The real work day
starts." From here he schedules
any more meetings that need to
be held, does task management
and produces any content or
system designs that need done.
This fast-paced world is a difficult one to break into, according to Tonga.
"We get hundreds of applications for every position we seek,"
he explained. "There are a lot of
people out there who dream of
becoming a game developer."
Tenga does recommend some
basic classes to take for those
interested in pursuing this as
a career.
"Working with balancing
requires lots of math and statistics while working on story and

quests require writing and a creative mind," he said. "One thing
I prefer, though, is to hire people
with a technical mind."
His advice is to try to get a
support or Q&A position first
since most companies recruit
designers this way.
If game design is in your
future, prepare for a career where
change is the norm.
According to Tenga. the online
aspects of many games have
become more important as the
years have passed.
He has seen a trend
since the release of WOW
— or World of Warcraft — that
emphasizes casual play over
hardcore action.
"i don't think a super hardcore
game like the original F.Q would
work on today's market," he said.
"But again, that is my opinion."
More info on Funcom can be
found at Funcom.com. You can
also find out about Tenga's latest
game, "The Age of Conan," at
Ageofconan.com.

Masturbation is now more accepted
TOYS, FROM PAGE 7

attend.
Rule number two: men and
women are both permitted to
attend the educational talk, but
men are asked to leave before the
sex toy parr)r begins.
"These parties are empowering women and allowing them to
be more comfortable with their
bodies," Fair said. "It's against
Pure Romance's policy to have
men present."
Williamson understood how
sex toy parties could
empower women.
"Certain things in life are
empowering by the fact that it's
centered around one gender,'" he
said. "Sex toy parties are a way for
women to bond."
Rule number three comes
from the Student Handbook:
solicitation in University residences is not permitted.
Fair explained that no one was
obligated to buy any products.

"As the hostess of the party I
am given bonuses for anyone
who makes a purchase, but I forfeited these rights in the attempt
to get people to come, simply to
lie educated," Fair said.
The event was to take place
in a secure environment, where
people who were not attending
could not see anything
Fair had the support of the
Founders hall director and everything was set to take place the
week before spring break.
"1 wanted people to understand the importance of staying
safe during spring break," Fair
said. "Why go out and find a
random person when you have a
fun and safe time by yourself?"
Unfortunately, the flyers for
the event were torn down three
hours after they were posted.
Fair was accused of not being
mindful of the aforementioned
regulations.
"I had supporting evidence for
every attack on my program,"

Fair said. "Which were solicitation, corrosion and liability
rules."
The same week of the cancelled sex toy party, a group of Carl
Scouts were selling their products
in Founders' front lobby.
"It highly bothered me that they
were grabbing you as you walked
to and from class, asking you to
buy their cookies in an extremely
corrosive manner," Fair said.
"Who says 'no' to a
lirdekid?"
It seemed as if there was a hidden reason for discontinuing the
sex toy party.
"I asked if it was not the content of the product that was in
question, and was assured that it
had nothing to do with the nature
of sex toys," Fair said. "1 did learn
that I could have my party anyway, in a cli H iii room, as it was not
public property any more"
Fair's program reached the ears
of over 20 guests in attendance,
and she is planning another sex

toy party for next year.
Zawistowski recalled her first
and only experience at a sex
toy party.
"It was last year in I lanna Hall,
on campus," Zawistowski sakT.
"There were around 12 of us and
we got to test out a lot of the products, like the lotions and sprays."
Zawistowski stated diat she did
not feel any pressure to buy the
products.
"It was all optional, and the
consultant was not pushy at all."
With any luck, lair will have the
same opportunity as Zawistowski,
and her message will not be
ignored.
"Sex toys allow for more information about oneself because
if you don't know what you find
pleasurable, how can your partner
know what you want?"
It seems like there will be a
happy ending for Pair and women
everywhere who enjoy exploring
their bodies.

Trinity United
Methodist Church
Worship Times
9. IS- Traditional

them.
WSO-Sunday School

What are you planning on running for next year? At Large
senator. I would represent the
whole campus

11 ■'tl-CiHiIemfH'nin
Service
200 North Summit Smxl
H~l.it Green. (»»• 4.WO-2H7
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The BG News is now

accepting applications for

Summer & Fall 2006
Staffs

ALSO

•Reporters
• Web Staff
•Staff Editors
'601111 Editors
• Opinion Columnists
•Photographers
NEWS
•Graphic Designers

BG

»Applications are available in 210 or 204
West Hall.

• Interviews will begin week of April 17.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@bgnews.com

NHL HOCKEY: BLUE JACKETS SNAP THREE-GAME LOSING STREAK. PAGE 11
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Powerlifters set
for national event
" i his competition consists
of the best power lifters from
all over the country,' I lartman
said.'BowlingCirecnwill bcwcll
repn ■seined liy these fiveyoung,

Hartman looks to
win fifth national
title at 220 pounds
By Matt Riddle
REPORTER

II you have ever been to the

recreational center at BGSU
you have probably seen
them, heard them anil even
envied them.
While many Bowling Green
students are at the rec center
to gel in shape lor ihe summer, there are five individuals
who have different motives
than having a six-pack.
"We train at the rec, once
we get the weights that we
want we're usually there for
about three hours," said
Tom Szorady.
Seniors Szorady and Jeremy
Hartman, sophomore John
Suschek and freshmen Incy
Butcher and Dustin Smith are
all competitive body builders. They will be unofficially
representing Bowling Green
at the 2tKXi USA Collegiate
Power lifting Nationals in
Miami, Ha.
"We have been training all year for this, usually

three to four days a week but
when competition is near
ing we push ourselves to six,
even •.even days a week."
I l.ii mi,in said.
Many of the top colleges
in the country, like Florida,
Texas, Army and Navy will
be represented.

extraordinary athletes."

I he platform for the competition consists of three
strength lifts. The first lift is
bench press, second is dead
lift and the third is squat
Each weightlifter gets three
attempts. A lop-live finish
earns All American status.
The winner in the top of his
weight class gets a spot on
the American NalionalTeam.
The American National
team then competes at
the World Championships
in Bulgaria.
Ihe world championships
are nothing new for I lartman.
lies a four-time National
champion in the 220-pound
weight ciasv
"Definitely, Jeremy is going
to be the five-time champion this weekend for sure,"
Suschek said.
This is the first national
competition for the group's
other
four
members,
although Szorady is ranked
ninth nationally in the
.' L' pi iiIIill class.
When Hartman and the
boys arrive back from Florida,
a tan won't IK' the only thing
they hope to bring with them.
"I think everyone has
a legitimate shot at placing in this competition."
Hartman said,

Falcons blown away in ninth
Next up is three-game
weekend series versus
archrival Toledo
By Matt Entrup
REPORTED

The Dayton Flyers came into
Warren Stellar Held Wednesday
looking for revenge and they
picked a good day to do it.
Winds gusting at up to 43 mph
helped them put up 14 runs
against 10 different BGSU pitchers., winning 14-9.
"The balls were pop-ups
and they were going out of the
park," said Falcon right fielder
Andrew Foster.
The loss was the liilcon's first at
home this season and drops their
record to 16-14.
Dayton

pitcher

Luke

Ihibce

lasonRentner BGNews

TAKING A CUT: Tyler Wasserman
swings during Wednesday's loss.

earned the win mostly due to
a six-run ninth inning explosion by the Flyers' offense that
deflated a BGSU team that had
come from behind earlier in the
game to lead by one going into
the inning.
Greg Becker was saddled with
the loss.
luster led all batters, going 3for-4 with three RBI and a walk.
Dayton was led by second baseman Galen Schuum, who went
2-for-3 with two home runs,
three RBI and two walks.
lostcr, who hit the game-winning grand slam the last time
the teams met, had the chance
to hit another when he came to
the plate in the fifth inning with
bases loaded. He came up just a
couple feet short this time when
he doubled off the centerfield
wall, but the bases were cleared
giving the Falconsa 7-fi lead.
ason Rentner BGNews
The Falcons led 9-8 heading WIND-UP: BG's Adam Gumpf pitches during his team's 14-9 loss to Detroit
into the ninth inning hut after on Wednesday. Gumpf went one inning and didn't allow a baserunner.
Becker loaded the bases. Brian
that stretch and il starts with game
Warren Steller Field.
Hangbers was unable to pitch
out of the jam and the Flyers
"It's always nice to beat Toledo," one (Friday).
"We know Toledo is going to be
scored six runs, thus cementing Foster said." Wfe've had a history of
an outstanding opponent, they're
battles between us."
the victory.
The Falcons struck out twice in
But he added that the wins are having a great year."
the bottom of the inning to end just as important to dieir MidToledo is coming off a big win
American Conference standings over lite University of Michigan
the game.
"We kind of had slated that as for bragging rights. Pie Falcons who heat the Falcons earlier
we were going to try to get 10 15-4 in MAC) sit one game behind this year.
The Falcons will have history on
pitchers in there," said BG coach Kent Stale (li-3, 18-11 overall) for
their side, though. They leads the
Danny Schmitz. "We did, some Bret in the MAC East
days it works out and some days
"I don't think there's any doubt all-time series 103-79. They won all
it doesn't."
this is a great rivalry no matter four games against the Rockets last
The reason for entering III pilch what sport," Sclimitz said. "Still it's year by an average of nine runs.
The Falcons will lx' leading off
ers was in preparation for rival a very important MAC weekend
Toledo (16-12, 5-4 Mid-American for us. We basically have nine out With their ace Friday as Alan Brech
of our next 12 conference games is set to take the mound.
Conference), Schmitz said.
BG hosts the Rockets for at home and we need to make
three games beginning Friday at sure that we play very well during
BRECH, PAGE 11

Accuser in alleged Duke raping was passed out that evening
By Tim Whitmire
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DUN 1AM, N.C. — A woman who
claims she was raped b\ members
of Duke t Iniversity's lac n isse team
was described as "just passed-oul
drunk" by one of the first police
officers to see her, according to a
recording of radio traffic obtained
yesterday by The Associated Press.
The conversation between the
officer and a poUce dispatcher
took place about 1:30 am. March
14, about five minutes after a grocery store security guard called 911
to report a woman in the parking lot who would not get out of
someone else's car.
The officer gave the dispatcher
the police code for an intoxicated
person and said the woman was

unconscious When asked whether she needed medical help the
office said: She's breathing and
appears to lx' One. She's not in distress. She's just passed-out dmnk."
The black woman, a 27-year-old
stripper and college student, told
police she was taped and beaten by three white men around
midnight at an off-campus party
thrown l>v Duke's lacrosse team.
The racially charged allegations
haw led Duke to caned the highly
ranked learns season and accept
the resignation of its coach.
■ No charges have been filed,
but District Attorney Mike Nifong
has said he Ixiicves a crime was
committed. Attorneys for the players have said DNA tests failed to
connect any players to the alleged

attack, and they have urged Nifong
to drop his investigation.
Tile radio recordings, obtained
by the AP through a records
request, are the first instance
in which police or anyone connected with the investigation
has said the woman appeared to
lx- intoxicated.
Defense lawyers, however,
have said time-stamped photographs taken by the players show
that the accuser was drunk and
already had suffered some injuries
when she arrived at the house for
the party;
The recording is consistent with
"what I have seen of the photo
evidence before," attorney Kerry
Suiton said. Those photos, she
said, showed that she was "way

beyond where you would put
somebody behind the wheel of
a car."
The description of the woman's
medical exam — which Nifong
has said is his basis for believing a rape occurred — does not
mention her being drunk. It states
only that the woman's injuries
and behavior were consistent
widi having been raped, sexually
assaulted and having suffered a
traumatic experience.
The woman has told police
she and another stripper hired to
dance at die party arrived at 11:30
p.m. March 13. The pair reportedly
left the house a short time later,
fearing for their safety, file accuser
told police the two were coaxed
back into the house with an apol-

James out against New York but good to go
By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATE0 PRESS

Paul Simp AP Photo
GINGERLY: Cleveland's LeBron lames walks to the lockerroom after
spraining his ankle against Detroit on Wednesday.

CUM-LAND — Cavaliers star
LeBron James sat out Thursday
night's game against the New York
Knicks with a sprained left ankle
he sustained late in the third quarter of a blowout loss at Detroit.
"If Uiis was a playoff game or
we needed him to play this game,
there wouldn't be any question
at all," Cavs coach Mike Brown
said. "We'd tape him up. But he's
going 10 be inactive. We'll wait
to see how he is on a game-togame basis."
James arrived al Quicken loans
Arena about 1 1/2 hours before
game time. He shook hands with
Knicks coach Lany Brown — his
coach on the U.S. team at Ihe
Athens Olympics — before walking without a limp to the Cavaliers
locker room.
After hanging up his sport coat,
James immediately went into the
training room for treatment.
James was not available for
comment during the period open
to the media
The All-Star forward rolled his
ankle while being fouled on a
drive to the basket with 1:46 left

in the third quarter. I le stayed in
to shoot a free throw and complete a three-point play before
hobbling off.
James, who had scored 22
points at the time of the injury,
did not return to lite Cavaliers'
96-73 loss.
Mike Brown said his heart
skipped a beat when the saw ihe
21 -year-old superstar go down.
"I was worried." Brown said.
"We'd like to have LeBron James
for the rest of the season."
X-rays taken at The Palace in
Auburn Hills, Mich., were negative.
It was not clear if James underwent
further medical tests in Cleveland.
James missed two games with
a left ankle sprain last season and
lliree as a rookie with a sprained
right ankle.
With nothing meaningful left to
play for after locking up the No.
4 seed in the Eastern Conference
playoffs, the Cavaliers will be
extremely cautious with James,
who has made a late MVP push. In
the 10 games before his injury, the
21-year-old averaged 37.9 points,
6.8 rebounds and 7.4 assists and
REST. PAGE 11

ogy, at which point they were separated. That's » hi 'i i site said she
was dragged into a bathroom and
raped, beaten and choked for a
half hour.
At 12:53 am., police received
a 911 call from a woman complaining Uiat she had been called
racial slurs by while men gathered
outside the home where the party
took place.
The defense has said it believes
the second dancer at the party
made that call. The 911 call from
the grocery store security guard
was placed at 1:22 am.
In it, the caller says, "Um, the
problem is ... it's a lady in soinchody else's car and she will not get
out of their air. She's like, she's like
intoxicated, dmnk or something

TEN QUESTIONS

Nofeinger enjoys
relaxing, big cities
By Jacqueline Giainmara
REPORTER

AN: Chicago, because I used
to go to school there, and 1 love
10 questions with Astilei Nofzinjer.
the city and ihe shopping.
B6SU volleyball player
BGN: What's your
favorite thing to do durThe BGNews:What
ing ihe off-season?
are you looking forAN: Sleep in when I
ward lo doing this
can!
summer?
BGN: What kind of
Ashlei Nofzinger:
music do you like to lisl-aying out by the
ten to?
pui il and relaxing.
AN: Whatever's on the
radio.
ASHLEI
BGN: Do you have
BGN: If you could
NOFZINGER
any siblings?
describe yourself in
AN: I have two
SENIOR
Ihree words what would
brothers.
they be?
BGN: What's your
AN: Comical and
favorite thing about BG?
hardworking.
BGN: Pepsi or Coke?
AN: My teammates.
AN: Coke.
BGN: If you could just get in
BGN: Diamonds or Pearls?
your car (or someone else's
AN: Diamonds.
car) and drive where would
BGN: Would you rather be in
you go?
a big city or a small town?
AN: Big city.

GET IN ON THE ACTION ATWWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS
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She's, I mean, she won't get out of
the car, period."
The case has focused intense
national scrutiny on Duke and the
lacrosse players and has sparked
protests on the elite private university's campus and elsewhere
in IXirham. The school last neck
canceled the highly ranked team's
season and coach Mike Pussier
resigned alter the release nl a vulgar and graphic e-mail sent by a
team member shortly after the
alleged assault.
Several of the defense attorneys
say they expect the district attorney to ask a grand jury on Monday
to issue charges in connection
with allegations.
"Rest up on Sunday,"
Sutioii said.

■H
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Jackets end skid against Blues

Services Offered

Help Wanted

ACO ROOFING & SIDING
NEW ROOFS/ADDITIONS/SIDING
FREE Storage Shed w NEW ROOF
Licensed/Insured (419)870-6154

HELP WANTED! NOW AND DURING SUMMER VACATION

By Rusty Miller
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS — Pascal Leclaire
slopped 26 shots and four players scored lo lead the Columbus
Blue lackets to a 4-1 victory over
the St. Iouis Blues last night.
Sergei Fedorov, Mark Hartigan,
Aaron lohnson and Manny
Malhotra had goals for the Blue
lackets. who ended a three-game
losing skid that came on the heels
of a franchise-best six-game
winning streak.
Roslislav Klesla had two assists
for Columbus, which now has
70 points — one fewer than the
franchise high during its inaugural 2000-01 season. Fedorov also
had an assist.
Leclaire, the eighth player
taken in the opening round of
the 2001 draft, has won four of his
l;isi five starts while sharing time
in goal with Marc Denis,
l-eclairc's play has improved in

372-6977
lln- B<i Nei*» will mil knowlngl) accept
■dVfftUWMRl

the Cavaliers went 9-1.
Including their matchup with
the Knicks, the Caw have four
games left in the regular season.
If there is a plus to lames' injury, it's that Brown finally has a
reason to rest his young superstar, lames is averaging 42.7
minutes per game, second in
the league to Philadelphia's /Mien
lverson(43.1).
"Anytime you can get that guy
rest that's the way to go," said
Brown, who said he had planned
to try to control lames' minutes
over the final week anyway
Brown wants to keep lames

di«.iimin:,U-.

Of
'in

individual „i guwp on Ihc bail* ol race,
MU color creed, religion, national origin,
sexual orientation, tlivat-ililv njlw ,i. a

JiylaPrtH AP Photo

FIGHT FOR PUCK: Columbus' Radoslav Suchy, left, and St. Louis Blues'
Jeff Hoggan chase a loose puck during the third period last night.

(he second half of the season,
paralleling the Blue lackets' fortunes. He is 9-6-2 in his last 18
starts after starting 2-8-1.
Columbus is 21-16-3 since Ian.
1 after winning just 12 of its first
29 games.
The Blues continue to have
trouble scoring Jamal Mayers
had a goal, giving the Blues just
five goals in their last five games.

James receives rest
REST. FROM PAGE 10

llut

entourage discrimination agiinsl

Entering the work force9 Only
60% of lull-lime workers have employer-paid health Insurance Gel
covered now- coniaci Dennis
Thompson toll-tree a 1866 837-0837
or dennvthomOsbcglobal net

St. Iouis has won one of its
last 16 games and has losi eight
road games in a row.
The first period was about
what one would expect from
two teams eliminated from the
playoff picture several weeks
ago. There were few prime
scoring opportunities and the
Blues had difficulty clearing
the puck.

M-uijii. at n Ilk- hasit „l .tin other legall>
prolecled Mam*.

Campus Events
RECRUITING COMPETITIVE
MENS SOFTBALL PLAYERS
TryoutS 4/23 06 S 4 30 06
In Bowling Green Ohio.
Details call Bob @ 419-474-1733

Wanted
All Git! Rock Band looking for
GUITAR/BASS'KEY players Call
Heather(937)231-0868 leave msg'»
GRADUATION TICKETS NEEDED
FOR 4:30 CEREMONY
WILLING TO PAY!
Call Aaron 614-581-1775

Help Wanted

Lost/Found

'BARTENDING' up lo S300day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.

LOST FLUTE! Last seen on Thursday. March 2. 2006 (right belore
spring break!) al the SUNDIAL at
the table next to Shadows' II tound.
please contact Michael Lui at 419490-6862 or luih@bgsu edu. Reward Provided! (Sentimental Value!)

Cleaning & misc. help needed
starting 5'06 lor 2 weeks'

Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

fresh for the playoffs, which
begin in another week.
"1 le needs to play. He needs
to play with Larry Hughes. He
needs to play with 7. (Zydrunas
llgauskas)," Brown said, referring to two players who have
missed time to injury. "We've
got four games left in the season
and you can't expect him to sit
four games and come back and
be the Lcliron lames that he is in
the first game of the playoffs.
"1 Think That's unfair to him
and unfair to the team."
Hughes, who missed 45
games with a fractured finger, started for James against
The Knicks.

(419) 3530325
Home based business.
Greal product'
Visil: www gasprofits com.jkrohn

Our company is seeking employees
to prelorm unskilled light production
work We otter flexible hours- will
work around your schedule- available shifts: 7:30am- 8:30am. 8:30am11:30am: 12:00 noon- 2 30 pm. 2:30
pm- 5.00pm: 5 30pm- 8 30pm. Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus Pay is $6.00 per
hour providing you work a minimum
of 15 hours per week Work a minimum ot 15 hours per week or over
40 hours with overtime Pick- up an
application at oul office Advanced
Specialty Products. Inc . 428 Clough
St., Bowling Green OH 43402..
WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human service
needs of the disadvantaged. is
seeking a qualified individual responsible lor assisting in the operation of Early Childhood programs for
our Bowling Green Center Required
High School Diploma or GED and
prior experience working with young
children. The position is on-call.
$7 50,hr. Send resumes by April 24
to WSOS CAC.
Attn: HRCS'BG CT PO Box 590 Fremont.
Ohio 43420. Affirmative Action Employer- MF VET.Disab

UT visits BGSU
BG-UTATAGLANCE

BRECH. FROM PAGE 10

"Alan Brech has been outstanding for us on Fridays but
it's game two and Three where
we've been kind of struggling
so we're going lo try to make
some adjustments this weekend and see if that helps OUL"
Schmitz said.
Brech is 2-0 This season in
seven starts and possesses a 20 record against Toledo in his
career. I le is leading die team in
ERA (233), strikeouts (25) and
innings pitched (38.2).
"I know the)' were pretty
young last year so they've got
pretty much die same team,"
lie said. "They're a pretty good
hitting team."
Game time is scheduled for
3 p.m. Friday and 1 pin. on
Saturday and Sunday.

RECORDS: BG 16-14 (5-4). UT
16-12 (5-4): series BG 103-79;
last three years. BG 7-5
BATTING AVERAGE: BG .288.
UT 281
OPPONENTS AVERAGE: BG
.283. UT .286
ERA BG 4.80. UT 4.33
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE: BG
.360. UT .367
FIELDING PERCENTAGE: BG

.959, UT .952
RUNS: BG 181. UT 144
HOME RUNS: BG 10. UT 12
WALKS: BG 105, UT 62

Do
need
to live and...

«S&Sf
NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS!
Nn npermnce necessary

Super Jeds I: 2531 S. Reynolds Rd.
Toledo. OH 43614

Super Jeds II: 35 E. Alexis Rd.
Toledo. OH 43612
Anolv at either Super Jed's Locations

Sign a lease and receive a
$1000 signing bonus on all
3 & 4 bedroom units in phase 2 only.
Call for details

Brand New for Fall '06
321 South Mercer Road
•ONLY 2 blocks from campus

1 Bedroom Apartments
• 1 Full Bath «Air Conditioning
•Microwaves • Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• Unfurnished • Laundry On-Site
• Plenty of Parking!
• Furnished Available

Starting at
$460/ month
plus Utilities
GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

k&m
LARGEST BEDROOMS
PRIVATE BATHROOMS
BRAND NEW FURNITURE

+ $1000

What more could you ask for
At a very reasonable price!
2057 NAPOLEON RD WvVW.COPPERBEECHTOWNHOMES.COM 419.353.3300

i
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

KKJZ Watch now hiring
caregivetsteachers for Perrysburg.
Airpon Rd & Sylvania locations,
days. eves, wkends. PT & FT. Send
resume to 580 Craig Dr Perrysburg.
OH 43551 or apply m person.

Zia s at the Dock is now hiring tor
servers bussers, and hosts We're
looking tor people who have an eye
lor detail and qualily Apply in person daily alter 2 pm. 20 Main street.

BG Duplex - Upper 2BR'Lower 3BR
2 Full BA. Avail. May - Aug.

INDIVIDUALS NEEDED FOR RESEARCH STUDIES: The Pfizer Re
search Clinic in Ann Arbor is seek
ing healthy men and women, ages
18 to 55. (or participation in upcoming drug research studies.
Study
participation requires a stay ot 10 to
20 days in the Research Clinic. In
dividuals will be paid tor participating
m study activity Payment for study
participation ranges from $1800S25O0
You must not take daily
prescription medications or have
any chronic Illness. You must be
a non-smoker or light smoker to
be eligible. A pre-screening process is required. For more information, call the Research Recruiters at
t 800-567-8804
Plizer Research
Clinic. 2800 Plymouth Rd., Ann Arbor. Ml 48105
Landscape Help Wanted.
It you enjoy being outdoors and
making a difference with each day's
work come join one of our lawn
maintenance or landscape instillation crews. Experience is not necessary A good work ethic, an orientation for quality and a willingness to
learn are all that are required we
prefer full time but can accommodate part time in most cases, we are
a drug free work place. Call Nilssons at 832-0239 and join a team
that has been combining nature. Air,
and Science for over 30 yOMl
Looking for dependable, female col
lege student 2 days/evenings per
week lo help w.'my children. Pref.
W/F, some flexitwlity. starting imme
diatelyl Call (419) 874-8238

For Sale
3 Graduation Tickets tor sale for the
4:30 ceremony Price negotiable Call
Wes Sellers at 419-706-2786.
91 Blue Corvette Coupe, Auto, All
Pwr. Blk Leather, 77.000 miles.
Stored Winter, $7,900 OBO
(419) 308-0079

For Rent
Jay-Mar
2 bedroom apartments
Great location w; university shuttle
pick-up Central air/dishwasher
Laundry on site.
Highland Management

HOUSE.® 1220 E WOOSTER
AVAIL 5/20/06. 4 BR. 2 BATH.
1200 MO.UTIL. 419-352-1104.

NOW LEASING 0607
800 3rd St
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Parking and Laundry Facilities
Gas. Water & Sewer paid
616 2nd St
3 Bedroom House
133-1/2 N. Church St.
2 Bedroom Upper Duplex
Downtown, Newly Remodeled
(419)354-9740

419-354-6036

Subleaser Needed - 1 person

Large 3 bedroom C'A 125 Crim.
12 mo. lease, available in August
$1000/mo. • util. (734)-789-8477

University Village. May Aug . $300 •
Cable & Electnc. (440) 263-5218

Brand new apt in walking distance
Irom campus. 1 bdrm. Ig living room,

Seeking 1 additional female roommate 3 bdrm. 1.5 bath, house on S.
Summit, from 8/t5/06-8'15/07 Rent

no pets, off street parking. $450/mo.
Available now 419-654 5716

LG 2 BR MODERN TOWNHOUSE,
SPIRAL STAIRCASE,
NEW KITCHENS. GARAGE. A/C
CALL 419-352-1104

Part Time Counter Person
Apply at Long's Cleaners
1204WWooster (419)354-4494

Liberty Street
1 bedroom apartments
Ouiet area. New kitchen. Bath
Highland Management

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITIES
YMCA CAMP WILSON
Co-ed residential YMCA Christian
camp in Ohio is seeking lifeguards,
mountain boarders, and teen adventure staff. For an application visit
www.ymcawilson.org or give us a
call at 1-800-423-0427.

Female Summer Subleaser Needed
Copper Beech Townhomes
$300mo • Electric. I-Nel • Cable
Included in Rent. Call Kelly tor De
tails (614) 216-7087

MARTEN RENTALS 352-3445
WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?
Furn. or unfurn , 9 mo. 12 mo., or
summer lease, undergrad or grad
May or Aug start. 1 bdrm. or 2.
CAN WE HFI P YOU' 352 '.4.1'.

Must be neat in appearance and
able start immediately. Above average income for those who qualify.
419-354-2079

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
College Pro is now hiring painters to
work outdoors with other students.
Earn $3000 • $5000 Advancement
opportunities, t-888-277-9787.
www collegepro com

Close to campus $490 mo plus all
util. Small pets OK w/dep. Available
immed.. May or Aug 419-409-1110.

Need an extra $36,000.00 a year'
Vending Business lor sale.
Sell $5000 800 568-7346
or vendmglriends.com

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Local company training provided

Summer 2006 income opportunity.
Aqua Pro student franchises A residential power washing business. Net
$1200 per wk. Be your own boss &
profit 866-275-2782.

(419)467-1155

HOUSE: 4 bedrm . $900 • utilities
Pets neg Available 6/1/06.
802 Napoleon Rd 419 352-5026

Call now and ask about our specials
1 and 2 bedroom apts. available in
serene park like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water and trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335.

Part Time Delivery Driver
Apply at Long's Cleaners
1204WWooster (419)354-4494

brought to you by

FOR SALE!!
White twin bedroom set w/ desk
$250 Call 440-371-5351

Set ol 20" KMC TEMPEST rims with
tires Price $2000 OBO Call Brian
at 440-821 0516 lor more inlo/lo see

419-354-6036
Copper Beech
Sublease 1 bdrm, no sec. dep.
internet, cable, appliances incl.
$575/month avail May-Aug.
440-749-1165
Male has furnished room to rent with
freedom of house to clean, neat &
honest student $200 deposit. $250
rent. No other bills. (419) 354-6117
Female Subleaser needed for summer of 06 at College Park Community Enclave. Rent normally 326 now
only 250 plus utilities. For further details call Morgan 419-512-4853.
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available tor 2006
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Call 419-352-1520
www.buckeveinnandstudios.com

The Daily Crossword Fix

is $350'month -t utilities. Call Kristi
for details at 419-494-6911
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ACROSS
ACROSS
1 Is a match
5 Biggest Bear?
9
the Hutt
14 "Dies
"
15 Way of old Rome
16 Pungent
17 Hindu music
18 Bread unit
19 Total disorder
20 Relative of a parenthesis
23 Easy two-pointer
24 Mextcaii Mrs.
25 New Deal agcy.
28 Investor's concern
33 Wharton deg.
36 Triumphed
37 City on the Po
38 Crafty person?
41 Who knows?
43 Hangman's knot
44 Whammy

"

DOWN
1 Albert Pujols' base
2 Baghdad man
3 Prepare to run after the
catch
4 Surfer's inhalations
5 Heap
6 Shortest step, for short
7 Former Canadian PM
8 Kennel protest
9 Trunk item
10 Liniment target
11 German sausage
12 Brief life story
13 Classified „
21 Geneticist's study
22 Mercury or Saturn
26 . ballerina
27 Building wing
29 Former PanAm nval
30 Long time, geologically
31 LAX info
32 Boy king
33 Canine malady
34 Oven setting
35 Post-Manhattan

Theme of this puzzle
Rolling Stones classic
Inventor Whitney
Knight's honorific
Pleasing view
Numismatist
Natural talent
Bologna greeting
Weapons inspector Blix
Two below par
Reversal command
Cogito _ sum
Milk by-products
Quick look
Getz or Kenton
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 13 STRAIGHT YEARS

352-5239

, PISRN€LLO'S

1 BR APT across Irom Campus
Av 5/15. 1 yr lease. $300/mo. plus
utilities. (419) 787-7577

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC

i

N

1, 2 8 3 BR Apartments by
Water Tower on Manville

2 bedroom house. 131 Cnm.
W/D, Non-smoking, quiet area.
$700/mo + utilities. 419-353-3855.

Project era
Belief system
Go out with
Sound unit
Phone no. add-on
Female lead
45-A ID
Esophageal spasm
Eden woman
Wealth
Beginning
Friendly Islands
Burning crime
Pinguid
Ticks off
Load cargo
Glimpse
Not many
Well. _-di-dah!

203 N. Main .So
gf*"**
352-5166
,75 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

•

See our coupon menu
In the telephone directory or
ask about our SPECIALSI
www.plsanellos.com

Lunch Fri. • Sot. • Sun

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Subleaser needed May thru August
for The Enclave Apts. Fully furnished, includes 32" TV. $331/mo incl.
internet, plus utilities. Willing to negotiate on rent price.
Call (614)
402 8954.

"ttauses Avail.06-07 Next to BGSU
5-6 bdrm 321 E Merry me
3 bdrm 315 S 309 1/2 E. Merry
2bdrm211 E.Reed down
fifilsj & 2 bdrm 316 S 311 E. Merry
• More see Cartyrentals com or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm Also
Summaf ftlsl aosalon teases avail.

1 Female Subleaser for May 6th to
August 1st. Very Clean nice house
on South Summit. Contact Dana at
419-307-3482.

Retired teacher and professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm. 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot.
$255/ mo. includes all utilities. Call
after 7 and leave message.
(419)352-5523.

3 bdrm, 1 bath, close to campus,
pets ok $800/mo utilities
419-352-6948

Subleasers needed
325 E. Reed. 3 bedroom, lurnished.
$400/mo + util.614-571-7157

3 BR House across from Campus
A/C. DW, W/D. Garb Disp . Av 5 15
1 yr lease. $850'mo. (419) 7877577

Subleasers Needed - 2BR Apt
across from Campus. $490 furnished (Gas & Cable incl.) May 14 Aug (, (419| 908 0627

Subleaser Wanted for May 2006August 2006. Free swimming pool,
workout center, and tanning. Free

The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments.
Newly Remodeled. Quiet Area
Laundry on site.
Highland Management

419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office Open 10 -2 M - F
www.hgapartments com

utilities and cable. All you pay is
rent- $326. Contact Wes Sellers at

419-706-2786.

419-354 6036

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Subleaser wanted for Copper Beech
Apt Thrugh the months of May 06Aug 06 Very nice, large space.

From Only $480!

beautiful Contact
daviskl@bgsu edu for more into.

one comes w/ garage
washer & dryer/dishwasher
Highland Management
419-354-6036

Quiet, Park-Like Setting

GREATJOB

On selected floor plans

418 S Summit Street
2 bedrooms. Great Location

Subleaser needed for Summer, 213
Palmer. 1 BR in 3 BR House. $600
for entire Summer. 5'10-8/25,
Call Dan @ (440) 221-9315
The Homestead
1 & 2 bedroom loft apartments.
Newly remodeled
Close to downtown Laundry on site.
with extra storage
Highland Management

419-354-6036
832 3rd St. Close to BGSU. Newly
painted. 3 BR. 1 bath, privacy
fenced in back yard. $870/mo. * dep
You pay util. Call Phil 419-3922812
Winthrop Terrace Apartments.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments.

419-352-9135.
Apt. For Rent-P'burg. Semi-Furn..
W/D. AC. by City Park Swimming
Pool. $550/mo., (419) 5750303

Summer Subleaser Needed
725 9th Street. $385/mo 1 br apt.
Pets Allowed 419-575 2157
424 E Wooster Lg 3 bdrm Available August 2006 $900 all utilities included Call 419-934-6156 or 419619-3833.
Apartments & Houses
May & August
www.fiterentals.com
419 353-8206 lor appointment
Available August 15, 2006
3 bedroom houses
131 N. Church St.
718 Third St.
202 & 226 E. Merry
220 Dill St.
1 bdrm. apts: 443 N. Enterprise
2 bdrm. apts. 112 Ridge St.
Call 686-4651 or 419-308-2458.

•Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio

OPPORTUNITIES!

• Spacious kitchen
R t S t R V A T I () N S

419-353-2277

M
163 South Main Street
Bowling Green

Attention Students
Must be 18 or Older

• Pets welcome!

Summer Work AvsOablc

FREE HEAT
VAMIT.SQIMM
MMITMfNTS

1

N

Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available

1 GWVIAM

□aw*

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t«*

IBedrofOTfjSnjd»ApartTr«fcnowd\aik^

$7.00 -$12.00+ Per Naur

rVrsirahm
6-9-l?Honth
SM«5
tosMttk
_ l)»(lpwhS(
(wdM nxllai iiMmr to unf»|

Part-Time, Year Round
Full Time in the summer
www.homecityice.com
Lock in your summer job now!

419-352-7691

1-800-899-8070
{f (/ > ms/?v {f "U MCAJ
,i/tf /& -R'i--4'4
Hull 159 Corner of t--s and Rt aaa)

All. STADIUM SEATING
■ liable r..r hlrthda)
nail Kn.upa
i
t.ii tor li.r.

Party ,.„.,.,

Management Inc.
www.meccobq.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
. View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.
• www.meccabg.com
NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
Stop by office for listing!

Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419.353 5800
info@meccabg com

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
SCARY MOVIE4(PB-13) 1 151:45 3:15350

5 15555 7 158:009:15 1000 11:30
FAILURE TO LAIMCH<K-1)|130 415 7 00 9 40
THE WILD |G|
1003:005 00 7 009:00
PHAI GIRIZ{W-1 J| 1 00 3 15 5 30 7 4510:00
TAKE THE LEAD ire-til 1304 15700940
.IHEBENCHWARMERSIPG-UI 1103:20

5 30 7 409:50
ICE AGE: THE MELTDOWN IPO)

1

Company Expansion in Progress
Due loan Inured-* in Protlml I-incOurtidtwin^l^impany
Need* Men and Women lo Fill Immediate Opalines in
Set-up jnd 1 >LN|>IJV.(uvtomer Scrviir, Sjlc*. jml Marugemenl

419-776-4012 or 800-809-9006

BUCKEYE
2 New Buildings
•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

1001:30

Wiu//tll/ O

GLORY ROM) |«|
1 ?0 4 00 7 00 9 15
[HEPINKP>NTHER|ra|1 10 3 10 510 7 10
9:10
FINAL DESTINATION 3|M
I 20 3 20 520
7:2C 9:20
WHIN A STRANGER CALLS {PS-Ill
I 30
FREE00MLAND III)
KING KONG ira-ISI

Summer
Storage!

4-!.! -:«"'

MIIMUV Till RSfm All \MI\. VI MIOSSM1.50
nunAssrNiniAixsMisi,uisHO>w»i.5o

3 30 5 30 7.30 9 30

1 30 4 15 7 GO 9 20
100430800

I

I liring lor All I »cp<irinwnt* Immediately ■ No Previoui Experience or Degree
Rcijuired ' lullCompany Training " Immediate Faming* and Bonuics *
MOO-SI 287/Week to Star) ' Oil immcdulk-ly lor Interview

3.05 3 35 5:10 5 40 7 15 7:45 9209:50
INSIDE MAN (R|
1:004 00 7:009:45
LARRT THE CABLE OUT: HEALTH
INSPECTOR |rO-l)| 1 20 3 30 5 40 7 45 9 50
SHE'S THE MAKl-O-UI 1:454 30 7 009:30

* »-

lim-mships Available ■ Over S6.S70 in Scholarships Awarded ■
Valuable Work kspenen.c * I x.ellenl Income * I iiimjMc Work Annosphei
Flexible Schedules* Improve Your People Skills • IlKrci* Your Resume Vail
Flexible Sun Dales

11 ;,rM pTtiiVaw A\ j.1.1 Ste -x www.carmikc.com I

1045 N. Main Suite 7B

' V *

Permanent lull-lime Positions as Well.

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

tR S3SS3&
Rentals
Duplexes
I|9 Cliy St.
S675 + Utilities
I5I-155 Georgetown Dr.
n>S5 + Ut.litics
111 E. Miin St. Portage
$5151 + Utilities
534 N. Main St.
1583
Utilities
123 W. Merrv St.
$595 + Utilities
83 Summerficld Dr.
$1250 + Utilities
117 1/2 Lehman Ave.
JU-0 • UtiJitics,

352-1520
S

-

Ren tali

.<■.<-' S Ma a, Si.

119 3525620-

